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Abstract 

The growth of urban areas has made taxi service become increasingly more popular due to its 

ubiquity and flexibility when compared with, more rigid, public transportation modes. However, in 

big cities taxi service is still unbalanced, resulting in inefficiencies such as long waiting times and 

excessive vacant trips. 

This study presents an exploratory taxi fleet service analysis and compares two forecast models 

aimed at predicting the spatiotemporal variation of short-term taxi demand. 

A dataset with more than 1 million trips from AutoCoope, between 2014 and 2017 was used, 

corresponding to roughly 10% of Lisbon’s fleet. The spatiotemporal variation between pick-up and 

drop-off locations and how they are affected by weather conditions and points of interest. Based 

on historical data, two models were developed to predict the demand, an ARIMA and a Multi-

Layer Perceptron model. They were evaluated and their performance was compared considering 

4 key clusters of activity, obtaining accuracies of 68.6% for the ARIMA and 78.6% for the neural 

network. 

This study not only allows the direct comparison of a linear statistical model with a machine 

learning one, but also leads to a better comprehension of complex interactions surrounding 

different urban data sources using the taxi service as a probe to better understand urban mobility-

on-demand and its needs. 

Keywords 

Urban Mobility; Mobility-on-Demand; Taxi demand forecast; ARIMA; Artificial Neural Network; 

Lisbon. 
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Resumo 

 

O crescimento das áreas urbanas tornou o serviço de táxi cada vez mais popular devido à sua 

omnipresença e flexibilidade quando comparado com os modos mais rígidos de transporte 

público. No entanto, nas grandes cidades, o serviço de táxi ainda é desequilibrado, resultando 

em ineficiências como longos tempos de espera e excesso de viagens vagas. 

Este estudo apresenta uma análise exploratória do serviço de de táxi em Lisboa e compara dois 

modelos de previsão que visam antever a variação espaciotemporal da procure de táxi de curto 

prazo. 

Foi utilizado um conjunto de dados com mais de 1 milhão de viagens pertencentes à AutoCoope, 

datados entre 2014 e 2017, correspondendo a cerca de 10% da frota ativa de Lisboa. A variação 

espaciotemporal permitiu avaliar a relação entre os locais de tomada e largada de passageiros 

e como estes são afetados pelas condições meteorológicas e pontos de interesse. Com base em 

dados históricos, foram desenvolvidos dois modelos para prever a procura, um ARIMA e uma 

rede neuronal: Multi-Layer Perceptron. Os mesmos foram avaliados e o seu desempenho foi 

comparado considerando 4 clusters de atividade, obtendo precisões de 68,6% para o ARIMA e 

78,6% para a rede neuronal. 

Este estudo não só permite a comparação direta de um modelo estatístico linear com um modelo 

de machine learning, como também leva a uma melhor compreensão de interações complexas 

em torno de diferentes fontes de dados urbanos utilizando o serviço de táxi como sonda para 

melhor compreender a mobilidade urbana-a-pedido e suas necessidades. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Motivation 

Taxicabs are a key transportation method in most urban areas, and Lisbon is no different. However, 

with new actors like Uber and Taxify (among others) entering the urban mobility market, taxi companies 

must modernize themselves and enter the digital era. Taxi companies’ main goals are to minimize the 

number of cruising vacant vehicles and increase passenger satisfaction, which are possible if they know 

where to find passengers. This thesis aims at developing a method to make taxi service more efficient 

through the application of forecasting techniques and data analysis. Another main motivator is the 

creation of benchmark values using two predictive models that were never applied to Lisbon’s traffic 

reality. Hopefully they’ll serve as baseline in future studies to help improve the efficiency of taxi service. 

1.2. Objectives and research questions 

In short, this study aims to compare the performance and accuracy of an econometric model, the ARIMA 

against a machine learning one, an artificial neural network (specifically, a multi-layer perceptron) in 

predicting short-term taxi demand (periods of 8 hours) in the city of Lisbon. An exploratory analysis is 

performed with the taxi data obtained from AutoCoope to understand spatial and temporal patterns of 

taxi demand and understand if the taxi can be used as a sensor to collect data of urban dynamics for 

mobility on demand. Therefore, the objectives, in the form of two main research questions are: 

1. Can the taxi be used as a mobile sensor to perceive the city’s mobility-on-demand needs?  

2. How does a widely used linear model compare against a more recent modeling approach, i.e. 

machine learning, when forecasting short-term taxi demand? 

1.3. Structure 

This study starts with a literature review where recent and relevant studies regarding national and 

international breakthroughs on taxi demand are presented, as well as their results. It follows by making 

an introduction to both econometric methods and machine learning methods, still in chapter 2. Chapter 

3 presents the theoretical background on each model’s theory and how to properly calibrate them. 

Chapter 4 presents the case-study of Lisbon, where a spatial and temporal analysis of taxi demand is 

made. Chapter 5 contains the experimental setup, the environment and model calibration and 

parameters. Chapter 6 presents and discusses the results, whereas chapter 7 concludes and highlights 

future possible studies.  
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2. State of the Art 

 

2.1. Taxi demand forecast 

Cities move. Residents and non-residents commute while bicycles, motorized and electrical vehicles 

jostle for space. When it comes to ensuring the fundamental right of urban living, the cities of the world 

are facing an urgent set of challenges with one being mobility and accessibility to activities. 

By 2030, 60% of the world’s population will live in big urban centers [1] and according to the United 

Nations [2], in the same year there will be 27 cities with more than 10 million inhabitants, up from about 

21 existing today. More than two billion people are likely to enter the middle class and many of those 

people are expected to buy cars. Dargay, Gately and Sommer predict that the automobile sales are to 

increase from 70 million a year to 125 million by 2025 with the vast majority forecasted to be bought in 

cities [3]. Some analysts even predict that the global car fleet could double by 2030. 

With the current urban infrastructures and congestion levels, cities won’t be able to support such an 

increase in vehicles on the road, which urges the optimization of public transportation and a more efficient 

system. This sprawl of large cities combined with the growth of world’s economy has made urban 

residents’ travel needs more demanding and immediate. Different from other public transports like 

subways or buses which follow previously stipulated routes with waiting times, taxicabs have become 

increasingly popular in urban areas, due to its great mobility, planned routes and uninterrupted door-

to-door accessibility. While this transport has its benefits, many people feel frustrated and anxious when 

they are unable to find a taxicab after a period of waiting time, proving that in big cities taxi service is 

still imbalanced [4] and with limited resources resulting in inefficiencies such as long waiting times and 

excessive vacant trips. According to Zhan et. al (2016), 60% of Manhattans’ taxi market’s inefficiency 

could be reduced if demand and supply were to be perfectly matched [5], which is what companies 

like Uber, Lyft (and Bolt, Kapten and Cabify in Portugal) are trying to do: offer on-demand matching 

and surge price to address the issue. 

Addressing the price surge problem would be politically and economically complex because taxi 

companies tend to have binding public-service contracts with the state, making it more efficient to focus 

the effort on the dispatch of vacant taxis before the demand reveals itself, studying the immediate future 

of taxi market and short-term taxi demand forecasting. 

A study conducted in Taipei City showed that during 60-73% of the total travel run time taxi drivers were 

driving without passengers because they didn’t know where potential customers were, resulting in them 

wandering around the city hunting for customers [6] and in many cities, taxis continuously circulate in 

search of customers, consuming road space and contributing to local traffic congestion and air pollution 

[7]. 

While we can easily relate long-term taxi ridership with socioeconomics, demographics and built 

environment factors [8], for short-term taxi demand, because urban mobility and activities can vary 
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drastically over time and space, the knowledge of the weight and consistency of the explanatory 

valuables is still small. Models developed to forecast in a specific day and time can have little value 

when used in another time (e.g. peak hours vs. off-peak hours) because the origins and destinations 

can be different. Contrary to long-term taxi ridership, which is more aggregated, Qian et. al (2016) 

defend that short-term taxi demand in an urban area is likely to be noisy and non-stationary [9]. 

Short-term taxi demand forecasting helps not only to predict the pendular and regular demand but also 

the irregular, unexpected one. For instance, demand tends to surge in residential areas in the morning 

and in business districts in the evening, but it can switch when an unexpected event (concert, protests, 

sports, etc) takes place. 

It has been found that urban mobility exhibits strong regularities. Gonzalez et al. (2008) [10] studied cell 

phone user’s locations and found that human trajectories exhibit strong regularities and a high degree 

of temporal and spatial pattern while Song et al. (2010) [11] observed that “a user could be found in his 

or her most visited location during the corresponding hour-long period with a high probability”, 

enhancing the high temporal pattern of human mobility. This temporal pattern of human mobility 

determines partially the temporal pattern of taxi pick-ups aimed to be studied in this work.  

There have been countless efforts over the past two decades to develop and create forecast models 

to better understand the short-term taxi demand. Of all the methods used, four major categories 

emerged that conglomerate the remaining transportation forecast models: linear methods, non-linear 

methods, soft computing methods and combination methods [12]. 

According to Zhao et al. (2016) [13], to use any of the previous models to predict taxi demand, one 

must first answer 2 key questions:  

• “1. Given a predictive algorithm, considering both the randomness and temporal correlation 

of the taxi demand sequence, what is the upper bound of the potential accuracy that said 

predictive algorithm can reach?  

• 2. Given an upper bound of potential accuracy, which predictor has a better performance 

given the trade-off between computation time and the accuracy?”  

To tackle these questions, they analyzed the maximum predictability for each building block in New York 

City regarding taxi demand, dividing the city in low predictability and high predictability areas. This 

maximum predictability captures the correlation of the taxi demand sequence by measuring the 

regularity of human mobility, giving a general idea of when and where the taxi demand is governed by a 

certain amount of randomness (e.g. unexpected events) and some degree of regularity (e.g. weekly 

patterns) allowing us to determine which type of predictor to use. Zhao et al. (2016) [13] then 

implemented and compared a Markov, a Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) and a Neural Network (NN) predictors 

and discovered that the NN expectedly outperformed the other models. It is a more compute-intensive 

method and captures features that the other models can’t, such as weather information [14] in low 

predictability areas with an accuracy of 70%. When turning to high predictability areas the Markov 

predictor outshined the others, presenting an accuracy of 89% (11% better than the NN predictor) and 

with a computation time of only 0.03% of the one spent by the Neural Network. 
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The ability to predict where demand will emerge and minimize the vacant driving time is of the most 

importance to taxi drivers and companies, especially when there is no economic viability of adopting 

cruising strategies to find their next passenger [15].  

Other authors [16] studied the asymmetry that characterizes taxi movements, showing that both supply 

and demand often cannot be met due to spatiotemporal variations in passenger demand and spatial 

preferences of the drivers. Following this thought, Nam et al.(2016) [17] developed a geographical 

weight spatial regression model after decomposing the city of Seoul into grid cell structures and studying 

the spatial influences of urban density and traffic-related factors on taxi ridership.  

A framework to describe the spatiotemporal structure of passenger demand was presented by Lee et 

al. (2008) [18] applied on the Jeju Island, South Korea, whereas Yuan et al. (2011) [19] presented a 

complete work with various methods where they focus the division of the urban area into pick-up zones 

using spatial clustering.  

In Portugal, Moreira-Matias (2015) [15] combined three different time series models to the city of Porto 

using real-time streaming data to predict short-term demand using the city’s taxi stands as clusters. 

They proposed an ensemble method and obtained a 23.97% accuracy of emerging taxi services around 

taxi stands, comparing it to an ARIMA (27% accuracy) and Poisson Mean (25% accuracy). 

Phithakkitnukoon [20] and Veloso [21] both focused on modeling the city of Lisbon into a grid presenting 

an inference engine based on the naïve Bayesian Classifier to predict the number of vacant taxis in a 

given area based on time of the day, day of the week and weather conditions with a 56.6% accuracy. 

However, there is no modeling approach that significantly surpasses others, for all models depend, not 

only on the quality and quantity of the data, but also on the case being studied. For example, when 

modelling taxi demand in Manhattan, there are no taxi stands to account for, whereas in Portugal taxi 

stands exist and passengers can’t legally pick a taxi within a certain distance of them. There are also 

no guarantees that a model performance with a certain dataset is replicable when faced with a 

completely different one. 

2.2. Econometrics 

A myriad of transportation-related problems include stochastic processes which can be swayed by 

random functions and factors in observed and unobserved ways. This stochastic nature derives from 

the unpredictability of the choices that people make every day regarding their mobility in what is their 

role in transportation systems [22]. From deciding on their commuting method, whether to walk or ride 

a bicycle, whether to go for a bus or metro station or use a taxi, whether to utilize a carpool or vanpool 

and whether to utilize traveler information before or during a trip, all these decisions carry several 

degrees of uncertainty. Such complexity, diversity and stochastic nature characteristic of transportation 

problems require a broad analytical toolbox to deal and evaluate its data. In this chapter we will present 

some key concepts of statistical analysis and how it tackles such problems. 

According to Investopedia [23] “Statistics is a form of mathematical analysis that uses quantified models, 

representations and synopses for a given set of experimental data or real-life studies and uses 
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methodologies to gather, review, analyze and draw conclusions from data”. Whenever we collect data 

from a sample, there’s essentially two types of statistics we can run: Descriptive Statistics and Inferential 

Statistics. 

Descriptive Statistics is a term of data analysis that allows us to describe, display or compile data in a 

significant way so that exposing patterns and connections within the data become possible [22]. 

Although we can summarize large data sets of quantitative (numerical) information we can’t, however, 

reach conclusions regarding any hypotheses we have made a priori or infer beyond the data we have 

analyzed. Descriptive Statistics also allow the investigator to better visualize what the data was showing 

and even create simpler graphical interpretations of it. They are applied to populations and its properties 

(mean, mode, standard deviation, etc) and are particularly useful when we don’t have access to the 

whole population and want to compare samples from one study with another, helping researchers detect 

sample characteristics that may influence their conclusions. 

In contrast, Inferential Statistics are used to make inferences or generalizations about a broader 

population of interest, whether there are differences between two or more sub-sets of data and conclude 

if these differences are likely to be present in the population of interest. They are calculated not only 

with the purpose of making generalizations about the populations from which the samples are drawn, 

but also to model the existing relationships among variables. Inferential statistics arise from the fact that 

sampling naturally incurs sampling error and thus a sample is not expected to perfectly represent the 

population. The methods of inferential statistics are  the estimation of parameters and testing of 

statistical hypotheses.  

The process of generating conclusions about a population from a noisy sample will be defined as 

statistical inference [24]. Without statistical inference we’re simply living within our data. With statistical 

inference, we’re trying to generate new knowledge. Knowledge and parsimony, (using simplest 

reasonable models to explain complex phenomena), go hand in hand. Probability models will serve as 

parsimonious descriptors of the world. The use of probability models as the connection between data 

and a population represents the most effective way to obtain inference [24]. 

Econometrics is the “application of statistical and mathematical theories in economics for the purpose 

of testing hypotheses and forecasting future trends. It tests economic models through statistical trials 

and then compare and contrast the results against real-life.” (Investopedia, 2017)[25]. 

The partition between statistics and econometrics is still a wide discussion in the literature with the 

difficulty being to determine where one ends and the other starts, for there is a substantial overlap 

between the two field. Angrist & Pischke discuss these differences in their book “Mostly Harmless 

Econometrics” [26] where various subjects such endogeneity and the differences in assumptions and 

jargon are explained. In a lighter way, we can explain the difference in terms of linear regression, since 

it’s considered the main tool of econometrics. In linear regression we have a model: 

 
𝒀 = 𝑿𝜷 +  𝜺 

(1) 

https://statistics.laerd.com/statistical-guides/hypothesis-testing.php
https://statistics.laerd.com/statistical-guides/hypothesis-testing.php
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1567422317300145#b0480
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The main difference between econometrics and other statistical fields is how the variable X is treated. 

Whereas in statistics it’s considered fixed, in econometrics it’s treated as a random variable ending up 

producing different methods and different jargon, due to the extra care that it’s needed to adjust for this 

difference. In general, we can say that econometrics uses the same methods as other statistical fields 

with adjustment for the randomness of explanatory variables highlighting two notable exceptions: Causal 

Inference and Time-Series [27]. 

Econometrics widely focuses on discovering causal relationships and establish structural models from 

theory, opposing to simply describe or predict phenomena. Instrumental variables are relatively 

emphasized less in statistics, but you see it everywhere in economics. Also, computational finances 

revolve mainly around time-series data and forecasting from it [28] and even though it’s a statistical 

term, most of the models were developed by economists. 

An associational concept is any relationship that can be defined in terms of a joint distribution of 

observed variables, and a causal concept is any relationship that cannot be defined from the distribution 

alone [29]. 

Traditional statistics is strong in devising ways of describing data and inferring distributional parameters 

from sample. Causal inference requires two additional ingredients: a science-friendly language for 

articulating causal knowledge, and a mathematical machinery for processing that knowledge, combining 

it with data and drawing new causal conclusions about a phenomenon. 

It is important to point out that doing machine-based analytics with explanatory methods may yield 

interesting observations on patterns in the data, and relationships that have not been recognized. Adding 

explanatory statistics or econometrics, along with a research design for the analytics to support the 

discovery of causality takes the analysis to a potentially more powerful level of effectiveness and deeper 

insight, so it is possible for the analyst to obtain knowledge about the dataset that goes beyond 

correlation. Similarly, conducting statistical and econometric analysis of a big data store may fail to 

identify empirical regularities that are model-free, as opposed to being bound by the empirical model’s 

design. This can be a shortcoming, and it is especially important in academic research, where the 

purpose is to seek theory-based causal effects explanations.  

Econometric methods of forecasting, in the context of tourism demand forecasting, can be described as 

‘the science and art of specification, estimation, testing and evaluation of models of economic processes’ 

that drive the demand for tourism. The need and relevance of forecasting demand for tourism has 

become a much-discussed issue in the recent past. This has led to the development of various new 

tools and methods for forecasting in the last two to three decades, ranging from very simple extrapolation 

methods to more complex time-series techniques, or even hybrid models that use a combination of 

these for purposes of prediction. Various attributes, such as accuracy of the forecasts generated, ease 

of use of the forecasting technique, cost of producing the forecasts, and the speed with which the 

forecast can be produced, are considered when choosing from among these techniques. 

Notwithstanding the above, accuracy is the most important characteristic of a forecast (Archer, 1987). 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261517708001568#bib1
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Increasing global energy demand requires intelligent forecasting algorithms and models. Suganthi and 

Samuel (2015) [30] have surveyed many different models in the field of energy forecasting and 

introduced two types of models including the following:  

• Traditional forecasting models such as time series, regression, econometrics models, and 

ARIMA.  

• Soft computing models such as fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm, neural network, support vector 

regression models for forecasting national and regional energy demand. 

Time series models are the simplest models for trend analysis in energy forecasting. Some time series 

approaches such as traditional statistical models including the following: moving average, exponential 

smoothing and ARIMA are linear forecasting methods. [31] 

When choosing the method for this work the possibility of benchmark it with similar works was 

considered. Reviewing the literature, it’s observable that there’s one method that is consistently used to 

benchmark other predictive models in the field of short-term taxi demand: the ARIMA. Moreira-Matias 

et al (2011) used an ARIMA to benchmark and compare their Ensemble prediction model in Porto [15], 

Qian et al. (2017) compared a proposed Neural Network’s performance with an ARIMA in Manhattan 

[9], while Li et al. (2011) resorted to ARIMA to benchmark a Bayesian classifier and an improved version 

of ARIMA in Hangzhou, China to name a few examples. 

Therefore, in this work it was decided to use the ARIMA model as the first method to forecast short term 

taxi demand. 

 

2.3. Machine learning 

Until very recently Domingos (2015) [32], knowledge came from just three sources: Evolution (which is 

the knowledge encoded in our DNA), Experience (the knowledge encoded in our neurons) and Culture 

(the knowledge one acquires by talking to other people, reading books, articles, etc). Currently a fourth 

source of knowledge exists on the planet: Computers. According to Yann LeCun (1998) [33], “most of 

the knowledge in the world in the future is going to be extracted by machines and will reside in 

machines”. 

Computers and machines generally have five ways of discovering new knowledge, which is the premise 

for defining what Machine Learning is: 1) fill in gaps in existing knowledge, 2) emulate the brain, 3) 

simulate evolution, 4) systematically reduce uncertainty and 5) notice similarities between old and new.  

Therefore, Machine Learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) that involves data analysis that 

automates analytical model building. It uses algorithms that iteratively learn to recognize complex 

patterns and make intelligent decisions based on data, without being programmed where to search [34]. 

It is considered a whole different class of algorithms with its models being categorized as data-driven. 

They are given a set of data and infer information about the properties of the data – and that information 

allows them to make predictions about other data that they might see in the future. This is possible 
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because almost all nonrandom data contains patterns, and these patterns allow the machine to 

generalize. In order to generalize, it trains a model with what it determines are the important aspects of 

the data are [35]. 

According to Hui Li [36], there are four distinct types of problems that are typically addressed by Machine 

Learning algorithms. These problems are grouped in the three categories described below and showed 

in figure 1. They are known as Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning and Reinforcement 

Learning. 

 

Figure 1 - Different types of Machine Learning. 

 

Supervised learning makes up most of Machine Learning being used in systems across the world and 

is mostly used when trying to forecast or make predictions based on past data. In this method the 

(correct) ‘answer’ of the algorithm is already known before the machine starts learning it. With the output 

of the algorithm known, the system merely needs to define a process that allows it to connect the input 

to the output, and it does so by accessing a labeled training dataset that guides the machine through 

examples. The training dataset can be labeled as “A” and “not A” and the algorithm takes the input 

variable (x) using it to connect with the output variable (y) by generalizing. The supervision in this type 

of learning comes from the labeled examples and from knowing that humans are providing the scenario, 

the algorithm, the feedback as well as all the input and output. This category can then be broken down 

in two sub-categories where most of its problems are grouped: classification and regression. 

• Regression: It is used when the goal is to predict continuous variables by focusing on the 

analyses of relationships between variables and trends. One example is predicting the 

upcoming day’s maximum temperatures, used in weather forecast. 

• Classification: Often called pattern classification in the literature [37], it is used when the 

user is trying to predict a categorical variable by assigning discrete class labels or indicators 
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to observations as outcomes of a prediction and all the variables of the output are 

categorized. Following the above example, a classification problem in weather forecast 

would the prediction of a sunny, rainy, cloudy or windy day. 

 

 

Figure 2 – Flowchart of supervised learning [38]. 

Unsupervised learning is yet lacking an implementation on a wider scale but, according to Ronald van 

Loon (2018) [38] it will form the future of Machine Learning’s true potential. This method is used when 

the machine is presented with entirely unlabeled data and with no concrete datasets. Despite having 

the same input data as its supervised counterpart, humans play no part in teaching the algorithm, so it 

must find the intrinsic patterns that underlies the data by itself, with no training datasets or known 

outputs. It learns only from the information it has at hand, trying to recognize all similar objects and 

group them together. All labels that these objects receive are created by the machine itself with its main 

sub-categories being clustering, dimension reduction, sparse tree and graph. 

• Clustering: Groups the data in clusters (or groups) according to the similarities identified by the 

algorithm. Having the whole dataset segmented on its own in different groups, paves the way 

for a sharper analysis aimed at discovering its intrinsic patterns. 

• Dimension reduction: Some raw datasets have redundant or irrelevant features, which 

sometimes tends to highly increase data’s dimension, masking its true, latent relationship. 

Reducing the dimensionality helps to prevent this. 
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Figure 3 – Flowchart of unsupervised learning [38]. 

 

Semi-supervised learning, often omitted, is when a machine makes use of both labeled and 

unlabeled examples when grasping a model. Labeled examples are used to create the model’s 

classes and unlabeled examples are used to enhance and refine the boundaries between them. It’s 

the preferred approach when labeling all the data is considered expensive and time consuming. 

Unsupervised learning can help mitigate the restrain of limited labels, enhancing the supervised 

learning’s accuracy.  

Reinforcement Learning, also known as Active Learning [34], emanates from the concept of 

unsupervised learning and is characterized by how it helps the machine learning from its progress.  

It gives control to the machine and software’s agents to determine which action will have the highest 

reward in a given context, maximizing its performance. In order to properly create and implement 

this reward system, the machine requires feedback about its progress so it can discover which action 

yield the highest reward and learn from, rather than being told what to do. This trial-and-error and 

delayed reward is what distinguishes reinforcement learning from other techniques. 

 

Figure 4 – Flowchart of reinforcement learning [38]. 
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Although this hierarchy is widely accepted, Machine Learning has several other definitions when it 

comes to ways of listing its classes. Another notorious one was introduced by Pedro Domingos [32] in 

2015 where the author stands for the existence of five “tribes of thinking”, each one responsible for a 

different approach and a ‘family’ of algorithms. The author argues that, in order to achieve a master 

algorithm capable of mimicking human learning, it will have to integrate specific features of all tribes. 

Each tribe, as illustrated in table 1, identifies what it believes to be the main existing problem and has a 

simpler ‘master algorithm’ of its own. What they do have, according to the author, is a piece of one big 

puzzle mankind has to gather and concatenate in order to build the ultimate learning tool.  

Table 1 - Different tribes of Machine Learning (Domingos, 2015) [32] 

Tribe Problem Solution 

Symbolists Knowledge composition Inverse deduction 

Connectionists Credit assignment Backpropagation 

Evolutionaries Structure discovery Genetic programming 

Bayesians Uncertainty Probabilistic inference 

Analogizers Similarity Kernel machines 

 

Currently, given the different tasks and classifications Machine Learning has, one of the first problems 

a data scientist needs to address is which model to use. In figure 5 it can be seen there’s a whole 

plethora of different models, each outperforming the other in very specific distinct situations, and how 

one chooses from them is related not only to the nature of the problem, but also to the quality and size 

of the data and computing power available. Brian Caffo (2016) [24] argues that the deciding factor to 

pick an algorithm can be reduced to three categories: accuracy, training time and ease of use.  

Most users tend to focus on accuracy whereas novice data scientists go for models they know better, 

prioritizing ease of use and how quickly these algorithms obtain results. As the first step in the process 

this is easily accepted, however once one obtains more results and gets more familiar with the data, 

more time to use higher sophisticated algorithms is required to strengthen the understanding of the data.  

A Machine Learning algorithm requires careful tuning and extensive training to obtain its best achievable 

performance. Nonetheless, a model that reaches high levels of accuracy regarding a specific enigma, 

might underperform when compared to a simpler, generalist one if something as simple as single 

variable is changed. Li et al (2017) created a ‘Machine Learning cheat sheet’ [36] presented in figure 5 

to summarize and guide beginner data scientists on how to ‘navigate’ through the overabundance of 

algorithms and find the finest one for their issue. 
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Figure 5 - Machine learning flowchart leading to the better algorithm [36]. 

 

Choosing the appropriate model to a Machine Learning task, although important, does not solve the 

problem. These models (or algorithms) heavily rely on the size of the database, its quality and nature. 

A typical Machine Learning flow chart is showed in picture 5, where it’s possible to notice that, before 

one reaches is required to choose the algorithm, the dataset needs to go through a cleaning process. 

The bigger the database, the higher it is susceptible to noisy, missing and inconsistent data and more 

likely it is to have its origins in heterogenous sources. 

That phase, known as Data Preprocessing, is just as imperative as having a fitting model, for there are 

many factors comprising data quality. Han, Kamber and Pei (2012) [34] agglutinate these factors in six 

major classes: accuracy, completeness, consistency, timeliness, believability and interpretability. 

Inaccurate data can be present for a multitude of reasons, from incorrect attribute values, faulty 

collections instruments to human and computer errors occurring at data entry. Incomplete data occurs 

when other data may not be included simply because it wasn’t considered important at the time of entry 

or attributes of interest may not always be available. Data consistency is affected when there’s an 

overlook of the recording of data history or when it becomes necessary to infer for some missing 

attributes, especially when sparsity (the amount of empty cells in the dataset) is high enough to discard 

these. Timeliness affects data quality when the dataset requires corrections or suffers from late 

submissions, if it’s an online one. For a period of time following each correction, the data stored in the 

database is incomplete. Believability reflects how much the data is trusted by users (e.g. if it has errors) 

and interpretability reflects how easy the data is understood. 

Data preprocessing is not a single operation. It is comprised with numerous tasks which can be 

summarized in four major tasks [34]: data cleaning, data integration, data reduction and data 

transformation. Data cleaning routines smoothen noisy data, fill in missing values, resolve 
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inconsistencies and identify or remove outliers. Data integration mostly tackles redundancies and 

inconsistencies created by merging two or more databases, where some attributes representing a given 

concept can have different names in different databases. Data reduction strategies create a smaller 

representation of the data without jeopardizing the analytical results and include dimensionality 

reduction and numerosity reduction. Data transformation contains normalization, discretization and 

aggregation techniques.  

However, Machine Learning is not without its weaknesses [35]. Models tend to misinterpret patterns 

never seen before in different ways, leading to different generalization capabilities. Machine learning 

approaches rely solely on the data that has to analyze and see, whereas humans have experience and 

cultural knowledge 

Machines don’t possess the human experience and knowledge to address similar situations or deal with 

new information. They generalize solely based on the data that is fed or shown to their models, and 

even when they generalize over such data, they do so in a limited manner [35].  

In addition, although they vary in their propensity for doing so, all machine-learning methods suffer from 

the possibility of overgeneralizing. Strong generalizations based on a few examples are rarely entirely 

accurate and algorithms such as spam filters or movie suggestions still carry a considerable amount of 

uncertainty. 

Machine learning methods have been increasingly used in transportation analysis. As the transportation 

system evolves to a data-driven integrated system from a technology-driven independent one, 

researchers focus on developing new Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) as well as improving 

existing ITS systems that rely on size and quality of used data [39]. With the expanded accessibility of 

information, it is currently possible to recognize mobility patterns, for example, traffic flow in real time 

and conduct of an individual driver in different rush hour gridlock stream conditions to fundamentally 

improve the efficiency of the existing transportation framework tasks and anticipate future patterns. For 

example, providing streaming-data and real-time decision support can help emergency responders to 

act faster, improving efficiency and saving lives. 

Different models for self-driving vehicles are another case of artificial intelligence (AI) that starts to 

influence the transportation system. Here, the vehicle (a machine) gathers information through different 

sensors and takes driving choices to give protected and proficient travel involvement to travelers. In the 

two cases, AI techniques search through a few informational collections and use complex calculations 

to recognize patterns, take choices, as well as foresee future trends. 

In China, Li et al. (2017) [12] used Didi Dache (the country’s biggest taxi booking application) and applied 

a wavelet-support vector machine (SVM) to predict taxi demand, comparing it to other machine learning 

methods. SVMs were also used to predict short-term taxi demand in Hangzhou [40].Gaussian Condition 

Random Fields (GCRF) and Neural Networks (NN) were used by Qian et al. (2011) [9] in Manhattan to 

also infer on transportation and taxi demand, proving that machine learning methods and algorithms are 

widely presents when modelling transportation systems. 
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2.4. Econometrics vs. Machine learning 

The Econometric and the Machine Learning toolkit have been traditionally used to tackle different issues: 

Econometrics estimates partial correlation with the goal to primarily estimate causal relations using the 

whole dataset that is available. Machine Learning disregards causality but focuses on “fit” with the aim 

of producing predictions where it usually splits the dataset in training and prediction sets. Both disciplines 

can be parametric and non-parametric. 

Machine Learning revolves around prediction while Econometrics revolves around decision-making and 

causal inference as stated before. Machine Learning tends to evaluate results via prediction 

performance and there’s a lot of concern in Machine Learning for overfitting (fitting way too complex of 

a model) but not model complexity per se: if one manages to obtain predictions without overfitting then 

having a rather complex model is acceptable (Caffo, 2016) [24]. Machine Learning tends to be very 

data-oriented discipline and its generalizability is obtained through performance on novel datasets with 

“show-me attitude”: a new dataset is obtained and applied to the issue at hand. Also, it usually doesn’t 

have a superpopulation model specified (data is not a sample from a bigger population). 

Econometrics focuses on superpopulation inference: there’s a dataset and it’s assumed that dataset is 

a sample from a larger population the data analyst is interested in. Its toolkit focuses on a-priori 

hypotheses and, in general, there’s the principle of parsimony: all being equal, the simpler model is 

going to be preferred over the more complex model. Traditional statisticians say they sacrifice some 

accuracy/performance to pick the less complex model, unless the difference in performance is extreme. 

It emphasizes parameter interpretability a lot, in contrast with Machine Learning that has numerous 

parameters in algorithms or models which are overlooked by the data scientist. In econometrics, much 

like traditional statistics, there’s a statistical model that connects the data to a super population 

(population of interest). There’s a concern over robustness but also large concern over statistical 

assumptions that connect data to a population. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1. Time Series  

3.1.1. The concept 

Time series modeling has been widely present in the research and development of many disciplines, 

including transportation. The main goal of time series modeling is to study and meticulously collect the 

past observations of a time series in order to generate a fitting model capable of describing the 

underlying structure of the series. The model is then used to predict future values for the series, 

commonly known as forecast. Forecasting in time series is defined as the act of predicting the future 

by understanding the past [41]. Due to the relevance of time series forecasting in transportation it is 

essential to develop and properly fit a model to the underlying series with care, for a successful forecast 

highly depends on its accuracy and model fitting process. Over the years, researchers have been 

channeling efforts to develop efficient models to improve forecasting accuracy and estimation, resulting 

in new models in the literature. Time series can be discrete or continuous. In discrete time series, the 

consecutive observations are collected at sequential spaced time intervals such as hourly, daily, 

weekly, monthly or yearly with the observed variable assumed to be measured as a continuous one. 

Continuous time series can be converted to discrete ones by aggregating the data together at specific 

intervals, which is what we did with our database. 

Time series data analysis focus on gaining an understanding of the data generating mechanism for, 

unlike other methods, time series data are not independently generated, making methods and 

procedures that assume independently and identically distributed data inappropriate. Studying models 

that account for dependence is the key concept in time series analysis. Its purpose is to model and 

understand the stochastic mechanism that generates observable time series and forecasts its 

components. 

A time series is a sequence of consecutive data points, measured over successive times and arranged 

in a proper chronological order, often called a stochastic process. 

 

3.1.2. Components of a Time Series 

Usually, a time series is influenced by four main components that can be analyzed separately from the 

observed data known as Trend, Cyclical, Seasonal and Irregular components. A trend can be defined 

as a long-term movement in a time series [31], characterized by the tendency of the series to increase, 

decrease or stagnate over a period of time. Cyclical components are widely present in financial analysis 

[31] and are described by medium-term changes in the series, influenced by certain factors that repeat 

themselves in cycles over long periods of time (usually two or more years) [31]. Seasonal variations 

are fluctuations with a smaller time interval, normally within a year, of the observed data caused by 

external factors such as climate and weather conditions, traditional habits, customs, etc. 
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Finally, random or irregular variations within a time series are caused by unpredictable influences that 

do not repeat regular patterns and whose fluctuations cannot be measured by statistical techniques 

[31]. Some examples are war, earthquakes, flood, revolution, strikes, etc. 

Based on these four components, time series can often be broken down into Additive and Multiplicative 

models, each with the following equation presented below. 

Additive Models: 𝑌(𝑡) =  𝑇(𝑡) + 𝑆(𝑡) + 𝐶(𝑡) + 𝐼(𝑡)           (2) 

Multiplicative Models: 𝑌(𝑡) = 𝑇(𝑡) × 𝑆(𝑡) × 𝐶(𝑡) × 𝐼(𝑡)   (3) 

In equations (2) and (3), 𝑌(𝑡) is the observed variable and 𝑇(𝑡), 𝑆(𝑡), 𝐶(𝑡) and 𝐼(𝑡) are respectively the 

trend, seasonal, cyclical and irregular variation at time 𝑡. In additive models the four components are 

assumed to be independent of each other, whereas in multiplicative models it is considered they can 

influence and affect each other [31], i.e. existence of interactions between respective variables. 

A time series can also be classified as univariate if it has a single variable varying over time (i.e. data 

collected from measuring taxi demand at certain hotspots) and multivariate if several variables are 

fluctuating over time (i.e. a tri-axial accelerometer where each axis [x,y,z] has its own acceleration 

varying over time). In this document we focus solely on univariate time series. 

Time series are usually non-deterministic, meaning we cannot predict with certainty the future values 

of its variables, although it is correct to assume that a time series {𝑦(𝑡), 𝑡 =1,2,3…,n} follows certain 

probability models [22]. This action of describing the probability structure of a time series through 

mathematical expressions is the definition of a stochastic process [22], making the predicted sequence 

of the series a realization of the stochastic process that produced it. A correct method is to fit a suitable 

model to an obtained time series and estimate its corresponding parameters using the known data 

values. This process of fitting a time series to a proper model is coined Time Series Analysis and it 

encompasses methods that aim to analyze and understand the nature of the series, such as descriptive 

analysis, spectral analysis, forecasting, intervention analysis and explanative analysis (also known as 

cross correlation) [22]. 

 

3.1.3.  Stationarity and Dependence 

Although time series analysis encompasses several different statistics terms, it can be broken down 

into two fundamental concepts: stationarity and dependence [22]. 

One of the most important concepts of time series analysis is stationarity. In order to develop and fit a 

proper stochastic model for future forecasting, the underlying time series is expected to be stationary. 

The notion of stationarity can be seen as a form of statistical equilibrium [42] where time series 

properties such as mean and variance do not vary over time, making the data horizontal, i.e. without a 

trend. However, according to McLeod and Hipel [42] time series with large observational data points 

and long-time spans are prone to exhibit non-stationarity characteristics, while series that visibly show 

seasonal patterns or a trend, are non-stationary in nature. Stationary is an important assumption 
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because it reduces the mathematical complexity of the fitted models and allows the use of the partial 

autocorrelation function that we will expose ahead. Without stationarity, trend and seasonality would 

tend to dominate data correlation and other features. 

Autocorrelation (also known as serial dependence is a representation of the level of similarity between 

a time series and a lagged version of itself over successive time intervals. It measures the linear 

relationship between a variable’s value and its past values. Autocorrelation can be explained as 

calculating the correlation between two different time series with the exception that it’s the same time 

series that is being used, not a different one: the time series is used in its original form and in a lagged 

version for one or a designated number of time periods.  

The diagnostic tool used to perform advanced modeling of time series, 𝑦𝑡, is termed ACF - 

autocorrelation function, 𝑟𝑘 , and is mathematically defined by equation 4 [22]: 

 
𝑟𝑘 =  

∑ (𝑦𝑡 − 𝑦)(𝑦𝑡−𝑘 − 𝑦)𝑇
𝑡=𝑘+1

∑ (𝑦𝑡 −𝑇
𝑡=1 𝑦)2

 (4) 

Where 𝑇 is the time series’ length (number of observable points) and 𝑘 is the number of lags. The 

resulting output of autocorrelation values range between [-1,1] and provide valuable insight information 

about the underlying patterns within the data, with its values being in line with traditional correlation 

statistics. A positive autocorrelation means that a rise seen in one time series leads to a proportionate 

rise in the other time series whereas a negative autocorrelation means that an increase in one time 

series would lead to a proportionate decrease in the other time series. The closer the autocorrelation 

values are to 0, the more random the data is, assuming properties of white noise. Above a certain 

threshold known as correlation coefficient, 𝑟𝑘,𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡, given by equation 5 [22], data values are considered 

statistically significant. The correlation coefficient depends mainly on the designated confidence 

interval, length of the time series and the standard errors of the autocorrelation function. It assumes the 

form of an asymptote when plotted against several consecutive lags. 

 𝑟𝑘,𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = ±1.96√
1 + 2 ∑ 𝑟𝑖

2𝑘=1
𝑡=1

𝑇
 (5) 

The plot of 𝑟𝑘 versus various 𝑘 lags is termed a correlogram and has the form of a bar chart with the 

coefficients of correlation between a time series and lags of itself. It will be used ahead to both determine 

the order of model parameters as well as to perform residual analysis of the time series. Similar to the 

ACF, the PACF - partial autocorrelation function, often used in tandem with ACF (which is also used in 

selecting model order), is the degree of correlation between a variable and a lag of itself that is not 

explained by correlations at lower-order-lags. If we are regressing a variable 𝑋 against other variables 

𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3, the partial correlation between 𝑋 and 𝑦3 can be conceived as the extent of correlation between 

𝑋 and 𝑦3 that is not explained by the correlations with 𝑦1and 𝑦2. 
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3.2. ARIMA Model  

3.2.1. The concept 

When selecting a proper model, it is extremely important that the underlying structure of the series is 

reflected if we aim to generate good forecast values. Time series models are classified as non-linear or 

linear depending on whether the current value of the series is a non-linear or linear function of past 

values. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models are widely and successfully used 

across numerous transportation fields to forecast, benchmark and describe autocorrelations in the data.  

This family of linear and stochastic algorithms emerged from the combination of two other widely used 

types of processes applied to univariate time series modeling: the Autoregressive models (AR) and the 

moving average models (MA). 

In an AR(p) model, the current observation in a series is expressed as a linear function of p previous 

observations, a constant term, and a random error term, and can be mathematically expressed as [42]: 

 
𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑦𝑡−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

+ 𝜀𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜑1𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜑2𝑦𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝜑𝑝𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀𝑡 (6) 

Here, 𝑦𝑡 and 𝜀𝑡 are respectively the actual value and random error (or random disturbance) at time 

period 𝑡, 𝜑𝑖 (i=1,2,3,..,p) are model parameters with c being a constant. The constant p is an integer 

and known as the order of the model, with the model referred to as an AR(p). In some literature the 

constant 𝑐 can be omitted for the sake of simplification. The estimation of the parameters, 𝜑𝑖, is often 

made using the Yule-Walker equations [42].  

Similar to how an AR(p) model regresses against past values of the series 𝑦𝑡−𝑝, an MA(q) algorithm 

uses past errors as its explanatory variables, i.e. it can be defined as a weighted average of the previous 

white noise values [42] with the following mathematical expression [42]: 

 
𝑦𝑡 = 𝜇 + ∑ 𝜃𝑗𝜀𝑡−𝑗

𝑞

𝑖=1

+ 𝜀𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜃1𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝜃2𝜀𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝜃𝑞𝜀𝑡−𝑞 + 𝜀𝑡 (7) 

With 𝜃𝑗 (j=1,2,…,q) being the model parameters, 𝜇 the mean of the series and q is the order of the 

model. The random errors, 𝜀𝑡, are assumed to be a white noise process, i.e. a sequence of independent 

and identically distributed random variables with zero mean and a constant variance 𝜎2, uncorrelated 

with each other and following a normal distribution. Therefore, even though an AR model has a white 

noise component, fitting an MA model to a time series is more complex due to its random errors being 

unforeseeable.  

However, there are time series models that possess both autoregressive and moving average terms. 

This combination of AR and MA models form a useful class of algorithms known as Autoregressive 

Moving Average models. These models are mathematically written as ARMA (p, q) as [42]: 
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𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑦𝑡−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝜃𝑗𝜀𝑡−𝑗

𝑞

𝑖=1

 (8) 

Where the notation is consistent with that of equations 6 and 7, p and q are the order of the 

autoregressive and the moving average models respectively and stationarity must be ensured to 

implement these models.  

ARMA models are employed using the lag operator [42] notation, allowing stationarity of AR(p) 

processes to be verified as well as to write those same AR(p) processes in terms of a MA(q) and MA(q) 

processes in terms of an AR(p). This is known as the Invertibility Condition [31].  

However, the ARMA models presented above require the time series data to be stationary in order to 

be applied. Most real-world data, including short-term taxi demand data, exhibit nonstationary behavior 

as do all time series that contain trend and seasonal patterns [22]. ARMA models would be inadequate 

to properly describe nonstationary time series because they possess an autocovariance function that 

does not vary in time and, as seen before, stationary data’s properties like mean and variance do not 

vary in time. Nonstationary data would also lead to a biased forecast due to the existence of trends and 

cycles that tend to impose themselves in data correlation.  

Henceforth, the ARIMA model is proposed, which is a generalization of an ARMA model to include the 

case of non-stationarity as well [22]. The usual notation for an ARIMA model is ARIMA (p, d, q) where 

the pair (p, q) refers to the previous AR and MA models’ order, and d refers to the degree of finite 

differencing needed to achieve stationarity. When the data is stationary, ARIMA models become ARMA 

models and follow what’s been explained above, with the. The popularity of such models is due to their 

flexibility in representing a myriad of different time series in a parsimonious way, as well as their optimal 

building process being in line with the Box-Jenkins methodology [43] that will be addressed further in 

this dissertation. The main limitation of this family of algorithms is due to its linear principles, which is 

found to be inadequate in many transportation scenarios, that have a nonlinear nature [22].  

To implement this model, it is necessary to assume that the given time series is linear and follows a 

particular known statistical distribution, for instance the normal distribution. There are several 

generalizations for the ARIMA proposed by Box-Jenkins, such as Autoregressive Fractionally 

Integrated Moving Average (ARFIMA), Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA), ARIMAX, among others.  

 

3.2.2. Main modeling steps involved in ARIMA 

Box–Jenkins Approach 

After analyzing the time series at hand, the main concern is to select an appropriate model that can 

generate accurate forecasts based on the analysis of historical patterns in the data and satisfies the 

parsimony principle. In this study, we resort to the Box-Jenkins approach [43] to estimate, build and fit 

ARIMA models to our univariate time series. The approach, often termed “Box-Jenkins Method”, 

consists of an iterative four step process (Order Selection, Parameter Estimation, Diagnostic Checking 
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and Forecasting) to determine the best order and parameters from a general class of ARIMA models in 

order to use the best fitted model for forecast.  

 

Order Selection 

Before applying a model, the orders of the autoregressive and moving average terms need to be 

determined. The selection of both p and q is a tiresome process, with multiple combinations examined 

by observing the autocorrelation functions (ACF and PACF explained before) of the variables to be 

modeled. In table 2 we find the general rules of interpretation of both functions. The column containing 

nonstationary data it’s merely to illustrate that is also possible, through the ACF, to infer if the time 

series may have a trend or cyclic patterns. In order to iterate and select the proper order of AR and MA 

processes, the data must always be stationary. 

Table 2 - Parameter behavior of ARMA models (adapted from [22]). 

ACF and PACF Behavior for ARMA Models 

 
AR(p) MA(q) ARMA(p,q) Nonstationary series 

ACF 
Tails off 

exponentially 

Cuts off after 

lag q 

Tails off 

exponentially 

High values for half a 

dozen or more initial 

lags 

PACF 
Cuts off after 

lag p 

Tails off 

exponentially 

Tails off 

exponentially 
( - ) 

 

Aside from graphical analysis of ACF and PACF, another common approach to select the pairs (p, q) 

of an ARMA model is to minimize some function that is based on an estimate �̂�𝑝,𝑞
2  of the variance of 𝜀𝑡, 

such as the AIC or BIC, mathematically expressed below [22]: 

• Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) 

 
𝐴𝐼𝐶(𝑝, 𝑞) = log(�̂�𝑝,𝑞

2 ) + 2
𝑝 + 𝑞 + 1

𝑛 + 1
 (9) 

• Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

 
𝐵𝐼𝐶(𝑝, 𝑞) = log(�̂�𝑝,𝑞

2 ) +
(𝑝 + 𝑞)(𝑛 + 1)

𝑛 + 1
 (10) 

In this study, minimizing the AIC and graphical analysis were chosen to help select the best fitting pairs 

of (p, q) for the model. While the BIC criterion is usually favored for large samples, the AIC does not 

underestimate the model’s orders [22]. 
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Parameter Estimation 

After selecting the appropriate ARMA(p, q) model, its parameters are calculated by maximizing the 

respective likelihood function. The likelihood estimators for ARMA(p, q) models don’t have any closed-

form expressions, due to the complexity of the MLE procedure in these algorithms. For a more in-depth 

mathematical analysis of how to estimate the parameters for the various different scenarios, the reader 

should refer to [22]. 

 

Diagnostic Checking 

The third step of the approach is the review of the model’s errors. These shocks can be either arbitrary 

or follow a recursive pattern. Similar to a regression analysis, if these residual errors are random, then 

we can infer that the fitted model was able to eliminate the underlying patterns of the data, leaving just 

the random errors remaining. If the model was correctly specified and the parameters estimates are 

close to the true values, then residuals are uncorrelated, and by plotting the residual term’s ACF, we’ll 

notice the absence of significant values, with most of them (depending on the confidence interval) inside 

the autocorrelation coefficient threshold discussed above. However, if the errors follow a systematic 

pattern, the data still has unidentified underlying patterns, making the disturbances not random. Apart 

from a visual and graphic analysis, the Ljung-Box test is used to check how close the residual errors 

are to having white noise properties. As discussed before, white noise is a stationary time series with 

no autocorrelation and if the residuals behave like independent, identically distributed normal variables 

with common standard deviations and zero means, then the model is suitable to be used in forecast. 

 

Forecasting 

After testing the model’s fitness and checking the residuals for randomness, the model is suitable for 

forecasting. With the restriction that both the model and the data are stationary, and assuming it’s an 

ARMA (p,q) process the next step to forecast is given by [44]: 

 
�̂�𝑡+1 = 𝐸(𝑋𝑡+1|𝑋𝑡 , 𝑋𝑡−1, … , 𝑋𝑡+1−𝑝) =  𝜃0 + ∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑋𝑡+1−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

− ∑ 𝜆𝑖𝜀𝑡+1−𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

 (11) 

With forecast error 𝑒𝑡+1 = 𝑋𝑡+1 − �̂�𝑡+1 = 𝜀𝑡+1 and error variance 𝑉𝐴𝑅(𝑒𝑡+1) =  𝜎2. Recursively, the h-

step ahead forecast is given as:  

 
�̂�𝑡+ℎ = 𝐸(𝑋𝑡+ℎ|𝑋𝑡+ℎ−1, 𝑋𝑡+ℎ−2, … , 𝑋𝑡+1−𝑝) =  𝜃0 + ∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑋𝑡+ℎ−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

− ∑ 𝜆𝑖𝜀𝑡+ℎ−𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

 (12) 

With forecast error 𝑒𝑡+ℎ = 𝑋𝑡+ℎ − �̂�𝑡+ℎ.  
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When forecasting, even with a good fitted model, it is necessary to assess its predictive accuracy. A 

model’s accuracy is based on its goodness-of-fit [45], i.e., how well the already known data is 

reproduced by the model. A forecasting error is the difference of the actual and the predicted values of 

the series (𝜀𝑖). 

 

3.2.3. Addressing Nonstationarity 

As mentioned above, time series analysis requires the data mean and variance to be constant over 

time, i.e. to be stationary. Whenever a dataset exhibits a trend or cyclic behavior, this assumption is 

violated, and the models and estimation methods discussed previously do not apply. In general, a 

stationary time series has the same statistical behavior at each point in time [22].  

Most models based on nonstationary data often display large errors and have biased parameters 

estimates [22], making it important to obtain a stationary time series before any analysis is done. When 

plotting the series, it is common for the naked eye to miss patterns and hidden trends so a first 

investigative step is to either use the ACF for the time series (as shown before) or use a formal statistic 

test to examine whether the autocorrelations of the observed variable(s) are jointly zero, like the Ljung-

Box test. 

Removing nonconstant variance and cyclic behavior is achieved through several filtering processes. In 

transportation research, stationarity problems are often resolved through first order differencing, 

meaning that a stationary time-series is obtained through a unit-root test that transforms a nonstationary 

series into a stationary one. 

The most widely unit root tests used are the Dickey-Fuller tests, namely the ADF - Augmented Dickey 

Fuller Test, which is an improved version, aimed specially at larger and more complicated sets of time 

series. This test considers a null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis. The null hypothesis, as in 

most statistical tests, is considered to be an accepted fact that researchers work to nullify, and in this 

test is that the observed variable, 𝑦𝑡, is not stationary (it requires one differencing step to turn stationary, 

at least). The alternative hypothesis is that the time series is already stationary. The ADF determines 

whether the change in 𝑦𝑡 can be explained by a linear trend and lagged value. If the existence of a 

trend is verified but the lagged value cannot explain the occurred change over time, then data is deemed 

nonstationary. However, we need to be mindful of two key concepts: the ADF test does not follow the 

usual t-tests but rather the Dickey-Fuller distribution, which can be obtained via Monte-Carlo and 

bootstraps methods that fall outside of the scope of this work. Secondly, the tests hold low statistical 

power due to not being able to distinguish between true unit-root processes and near unit-root 

processes. The values of an ADF test are negative numbers, the more negative a value is, the stronger 

the rejection of the hypothesis that there is a unit-root for a given confidence interval. If an ADF test 

statistic is positive, we can automatically decide to not reject the null hypothesis of unit root. The null 

hypothesis is rejected (i.e. the data is nonstationary) for p-values over 0.05. 
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When data is deemed nonstationary, a first order difference is required followed by another ADF test. 

If the data is still nonstationary, a second-order difference takes place. This process is repeated for n-

order differences, removing levels of change, although usually one or two differences are enough. 

To difference, we take a vector of the series and, for each value in the vector we subtract the previous 

value[22]:  

 
𝑦𝑑𝑡

= 𝑦𝑡 − 𝑦𝑡−1 
(13) 

A second order difference would look like: 

 
𝑦𝑑2𝑡

= 𝑦𝑑𝑡
− 𝑦𝑑𝑡−1

= (𝑦𝑡 − 𝑦𝑡−1) − (𝑦𝑡−1 − 𝑦𝑡−2) 
(14) 

3.2.4. Forecasting with multiple seasonality 

Despite autoregressive integrated moving average models’ high popularity in modeling time series data, 

they fail to directly handle seasonality [46]. As explained before, the ARIMA model regresses the 

observed data values against historical data values. To tackle multiple seasonality, external regressors 

can be added to the ARIMA model to incorporate multiple seasonality in the form of Fourier terms.  

The model’s equation shifts from the ARMA equations seen before to the one presented below. By 

introducing Fourier regressors to model seasonality, the ARIMA needs to be prevented from also 

modelling seasonality by creating a condition where that particular property of the model was restrained 

[47]. 

 
𝑦𝑡 = 𝑎 + ∑ ∑ [𝛼𝑘 sin (

2𝜋𝑘𝑡

𝑚
) + 𝛽𝑘 cos (

2𝜋𝑘𝑡

𝑚
)]

𝐾𝑖

𝑘=1

𝑀

𝑖

 + 𝐴𝑡 (15) 

Where: 

 
𝑎 =

1

2𝜋
∫ 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑡

𝜋

−𝜋

 
(16) 

 
𝛼𝑘 =

1

𝜋
∫ 𝑓(𝑥) cos 𝑘𝑡 𝑑𝑡

𝜋

−𝜋

 
(17) 

 
𝛽𝑘 =

1

𝜋
∫ 𝑓(𝑥) sin 𝑘𝑡 𝑑𝑡

𝜋

−𝜋

 
(18) 

and 𝐴𝑡 is an ARIMA process.  

The addition of Fourier terms allows for the seasonal pattern to be modeled using them as external 

regressors. Each different and meaningful seasonality value will be modeled by one Fourier series with 

‘M’ periods (𝑚1, 𝑚2, 𝑚3, 𝑚𝑀). This approach is flexible enough to allow the incorporation of multiple 

periods, and each period, M, is obtained by minimizing the corresponding AIC. The AIC values of the 

ARIMA model with varying Fourier terms are calculated and then the correct number of Fourier terms 
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corresponding to each period are calculated. According to Rob J. Hyndman[47] this approach has 

several advantages, namely: 

• Any seasonality is allowed, despite its length. 

• When data has more than one seasonal period (such as ours), different Fourier terms 

corresponding to the different frequencies (daily, weekly, monthly, etc) can be included. 

• The seasonal pattern is smooth for small values of M and more unstable seasonality 

can be handled by increasing the number of periods, M. 

• The short-term dynamics are easily handled with a simple ARMA error. 

The major drawback of the model is that it assumes seasonality as a fixed occurrence, i.e. its patterns 

is not allowed to change over time, whereas in an ARIMA model it does. However, seasonality is often 

constant, so unless we’re in a presence of a very long time series this disadvantage is not relevant[47].  

It is important to note that our model’s orders and parameters are not fixed, i.e. we are not using a 

single ARIMA(p,d,q) but rather a myriad of them. Every time series requires different model orders and 

parameters according the local time series and every time the model is updated with the real demand 

values, new model orders and parameters are generated to accommodate for the new values. Once 

more, the ARIMA model, 𝐴𝑡, is non-seasonal. To identify the different seasonality and their magnitude, 

we resorted to spectral analysis. 

Spectral analysis is a popular statistical technique essential for characterizing and analyzing sequenced 

data [48]. It’s based on the decomposition of a sequence into oscillations of different scales or lengths. 

It ‘converts’ the observed variables from the data domain into the spectral domain, where said scales 

allow for a more detailed manipulation of data and easy identification of the statistical descriptors of the 

data that may suggest important factors that affect it. 

The Fourier Transform allows any function to be decomposed into a sum of sinusoidal functions with 

each function being a complex exponential of a different frequency. The Fourier Transform therefore 

allows to view any function as a sum of simple sinusoids. While the Fourier Series allow to rewrite any 

periodic function into a sum of sinusoids, the Fourier Transform is an extension of this idea, applied to 

non-periodic functions like our time-series. 

The Fourier Transform of a function 𝑔(𝑡) can be mathematically defined by: 

 
𝐹{𝑔(𝑡)} = 𝐺(𝑓) = ∫ 𝑔(𝑡)𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑡

∞

−∞

 
(19) 

The result is a function of f, commonly known as frequency. As a result, 𝐺(𝑓) gives how much power 

𝑔(𝑡) contains at the frequency f. 𝐺(𝑓) is often called the spectrum of 𝑔. 

A Periodogram is a mathematical tool that allows us to search for periodic signals. It calculates the 

significance of different frequencies in time series data to identify any intrinsic periodic signals. It is 

similar to a Fourier Transform, but is optimized for unevenly time-sampled data. 
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3.3. Neural Network 

3.3.1. Artificial neural network 

Artificial Neural Networks, ANNs, attempt to mimic the brain’s neural thought process, having stemmed 

from the field of biology, where the first attempts to model the brain’s way of learning were made. In the 

brain, a neuron is a unit that’s interconnected to other neurons through synapses, receiving an input 

and “firing” a signal with the information through a network until an output is produced. It reflects the 

human nervous system and features an architecture that simulates the nonlinear and complex 

processing of biological units. 

In the brain the scale of a neuron is very large. The number of neurons can be approximated to 1011 

where each neuron is connected to roughly to 104  other neurons [49] and they operate in complete 

parallelism. However, due to the human mind complexity, artificial neural networks fail to completely 

emulate it, but nonetheless yield acceptable results, that have been increasing in terms of performance, 

accuracy and complexity capability. Nowadays, artificial neural networks are already capable to map 

and capture complex patterns within the data and produce accurate prediction values [50]. 

In figure 6, a generic representation of a neural network is shown. Any ANN is made of a number of 

neurons, that are organized in layers. Every network consists of at least two layers, the input layer and 

the output layer.  

 

 

Figure 6 - Representation of a Multi-Layer Perceptron with input layer (yellow), hidden layers (green) output layer (red) and bias (blue), as 

well as the corresponding weights of each connection [51]. 
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However, the majority of problems will call for more complex architectures to better understand the data 

and find the optimal model [52]. In figure 6 we can see that, aside for the input and output layers, this 

neural network also has two layers in between them, commonly called hidden layers. Adding hidden 

layers is a great way to increase complexity and problem-solving capability of an ANN by allowing more 

connections between neurons. The neurons can have any interconnectivity between each other, but 

the most common form of ANN is a feed-forward network where all nodes are fully connected for the 

next layer in the network. In this study, we will consider only feed-forward networks. 

Every single one of these neurons has an activation function that is used to compute a value based on 

the incoming signals to forward to the next layer of neurons. Choosing a proper activation function is 

as crucial as deciding on the architecture of the network.  

Another important factor is deciding which parameters (or inputs) to select to feed a neural network to 

model a certain problem. In short-term taxi demand prediction, Mitchel (1997) [49] names a couple of 

parameters that, if extracted from the dataset, make a problem ideally suitable for an ANN solution. 

Among other guidelines, he mentions the importance of certain instance being represented by many 

attribute-value pairs, in this case, Time of day, Day of month, Weather, etc and that long training times 

are acceptable. 

 

3.3.2. Implementation 

As previously stated, a neural network is comprised by a number of artificial neurons that forward a 

signal based on their activation function and the input they receive from other interconnected nodes. 

Normally, all neurons are interconnected, feed-forwarding signals to the subsequent nodes through 

variables usually called weights. A neuron receives a certain number of inputs and a bias, multiplying 

the arriving signal by a weight value. For example, if a neuron has 3 inputs, it has 3 weight values which 

can then be adjusted during the training phase. These weights will define how important the connection 

is, with weights near zero having little to no effect on the output. The bias is an extra input that all 

neurons have (aside from the ones in the output layer) with their own weight, its value being always 

one. Its goal is to ensure the activation of the neurons, even when all the inputs they receive are zero, 

by feeding them one and guaranteeing an activation.  A neuron with a zero weight or zero activation 

function would not activate. 

Constructing a neural network, usually revolves around three different processes: training, validating 

and testing. It’s during the training and validating that the available data is run through the network, 

using activation functions to ‘fire’ its neurons and an optimization algorithm to perform the needed 

backpropagation according to the loss function values. All these definitions will be explained further 

below. 

The most basic training and evaluation approach consists of splitting all the available data into two sets, 

the training set and the test set. The split percentage can be arbitrary but depends on the size of the 

given data, however, Ng suggests that a 70/30% ratio works well for most problems if the data is big 
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enough [52]. To successfully implement a neural network, some challenges need to be considered: the 

network cannot have a high variance (overfitting the data) or a high bias (underfitting the data). Its 

architecture also has to be complex enough that it can capture all the features of the data, but not too 

complex so that it creates a computational problem or even starts to capture relations that don’t really 

exist in the data and worsen its generalization ability [49].  

3.3.3. Architecture 

Problems need to be formulated in a way that fits the neural network approach. The architecture is the 

part of the network that gives ANNs their black-box characteristics, even if the neural network can 

properly model a problem, it isn’t necessarily comprehensible by humans as how it does it [49]. 

A lot of research has been done on the topic, but no proven theory exists that works well for all problem 

sets. No one knows how many neurons and hidden layers are needed a priori although some 

investigative work has been done in such way [53]. 

Neural networks with more than one hidden layer are often called deep neural networks. Adding more 

hidden layers can prove beneficial for some types of problems [54] and may achieve higher efficiency 

in the training process [55]. However deep ANNs are often said to be more susceptible to overfitting 

due to the layers capability to learn special cases in the data, causing them to become more complex 

and unable to be applied to other data sets. 

The optimal network architecture towards a certain problem often can only be obtained through an 

iterative process. 

3.3.4. Activation function 

Activation functions are used to introduce non-linearity capabilities to neural networks, squashing the 

input values into a smaller range interval, varying according to the type of selected function. Without 

activation functions, the neurons would only be able to identify linear properties of the data, making a 

neural network not different from a linear regression and without power to learn complex functional 

patterns from the data. Learning and modeling videos, audio and speech would not be possible without 

activation functions. We want a neural network to be able to identify complex and arbitrary functional 

mappings between inputs and outputs, and we do so by applying activation functions. Below, the most 

common activation functions are listed. 
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Logistic sigmoid 

 

Figure 7 - The logistic sigmoid function 

The logistic sigmoid function squashes the input into a continuous value between [0, 1] and is given by 

the following equation: 

 

1

1 + 𝑒−𝑥
 

(20) 

Hyperbolic Tangent 

 

Figure 8 - The tanh sigmoid function 

 

The hyperbolic tangent function (or tanh), seen in figure 8, is a sigmoid variant that squashes the input 

into the range [-1,1], being represented by equation 21: 

 

1 + 𝑒−2𝑥

1 − 𝑒−2𝑥
 (21) 

Rectified Linear Unit 

The ReLU, seen in figure 9, squashes the input to real positive values with the function 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠). 

The rectified linear unit is sometimes claimed to work better in deep neural networks and often 

converges faster with large datasets or complex models, becoming very popular in the last few years. 
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Figure 9 - The rectified linear unit function 

There are some variants of the ReLU function that aim to fix its bigger problem of dying neurons like 

the Leaky ReLU, that have negative slopes for values under zero, with the work of Kaiming He (2015) 

[56] deepening these concepts. 

However, there is no optimal activation function. The choice of the more adequate activation function 

depends on the nature of the problem, the dataset and, like with the architecture, it’s generated from a 

trial and error process.  

3.3.5. Learning 

The learning process of a neural network is made by feed-forward a previous input’s signal to produce 

an output. However, often the produced output is far from the correct or desired one, leading to an 

optimization problem where the goal is to minimize the error of the network. In order to minimize any 

error and properly train a network, this error needs to be defined and is commonly known as loss 

function. The loss function of an ANN describes how far the network is from making perfect prediction 

on the data and is often chosen alongside an optimizer algorithm, that is used to minimize the obtained 

loss values deriving the loss function through back-propagation and readjusting the weights values. 

Loss functions 

As stated, loss functions measure the relative error of a neural network’s predictions. As the network 

trains it, the value of this function decreases when predictions get better. As any other function 

mentioned before in this work, there is a whole plethora of loss functions and the selection process 

depends heavily on the problem. However, the most common approach is to use a mean or sum of the 

differences between the predicted output and the real output. 

Optimization Algorithms 

An optimization algorithm’s goal is to minimize the loss’ function values during the training process. It 

does so by deriving it alongside its curves, in hopes to find its global or local minima. The most 

commonly used optimization algorithm is the gradient descent [57]. The gradient descent’s aim is to 

minimize the cost of the loss function, finding a set of weights and biases that make it as small as 
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possible. These algorithms are defined by learning rates that determine how fast they move alongside 

a function’s lines. A high learning rate causes the weight’s parameters updates to converge quicker, 

but the gradient’s “jumps” are bigger, creating the possibility to miss local minima. A too short learning 

rate takes too long to converge and can leave the gradient stranded in a local minimum, unable to climb 

out of it. Figure 9 displays a sample route the gradient descent takes when minimizing the loss function. 

Global minima or local minima solutions depend solely on the problem at hand: protein folding is solved 

by local minima whereas path finding requires global minimum, for example. 

 

Figure 10 – Different starting points will lead to different solutions.  

There is no way to know the objective function a priori or the best starting point [58]. 

 

Figure 10 shows 3 different models trying to minimize the loss function, here named “objective function” 

from a work related to seismic analysis of Rodrigo Santos [58]. According to gradient descent algorithm, 

it operates like letting a ball roll over the function’s form (which is unknow), until it stops in a minimum-

like valley. Models 2 and 3 will encounter sub-optimal solutions, whereas Model 1 will find the global 

minimum, achieving the least cost in all of the function’s domain. 

A problem with gradient descent is that depending on where you start the evaluation it might step down 

into a local minimum and never find the global minimum or best possible solution [33]. In fact no 

algorithm exists that is guaranteed to find the global minimum in a reasonable time [50].  

There are several optimization algorithms that are used to correct the problems associated with the 

gradient descent’s approach, but one outperforms the vast majority of the rest: the ADAM. Proposed 

by Kingma and Ba [59], it combines the strengths between two strongly used algorithms, the AdaGrad 

and RMSProp, performing automatic step size adjusting and with good memory efficiency, allowing it 

to perform well in large datasets and high-dimensional parameter spaces, as well as deep neural 

networks. 

3.3.6. Error and validation 

To understand how well an ANN is performing, it is necessary to monitor its results and prediction ability 

through an analysis of how the value of the loss function varies. In both the training and test sets, this 
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value needs to be going down as more iterations are made, meaning the network is improving its 

prediction capability by readjusting the weights related to every connection and minimizing the cost of 

its predictions.  

However, if we have too many iterations programmed, the loss function’s values can stop decreasing 

or even starting to diverge. When they diverge, it means the network is no longer learning the general 

problem described by the data, but instead it’s solely learning the given dataset used for training, 

decreasing the replicating capability of the model. 

 

Overfitting problem 

Overfitting is a common problem, not just with neural networks, but in all of machine learning ’s field. It 

is often caused by a high adaptivity in the model, for example too many training epochs or a substantial 

higher amount of neuron/hidden layers than the ones needed to properly describe the problem. Too 

small training datasets that fail to represent the whole scope of the problem also generate overfitting 

issues [60]. By undergoing an overfitting process, the model loses its generalization and replicability 

abilities regarding similar problems, becoming too specific for the training set. 

However, overfitting is a preventable problem through the monitoring of the values of the loss function. 

Instead of letting the model run towards an excessive amount of training epochs, we can implement an 

early stopping step, where the network ceases improving the model after a determined number of 

iterations where the loss values are inferior to a stipulated criterion. 

Dropout 

Dropout is a technique that improves model robustness and improves adaptation to the real world by 

randomly dropping connections in between neurons, reducing their co-dependency and preventing 

those weights from influencing the output during that training epoch. Srivastava et al. (2014) [60] also 

claims that it’s a technique that yields good results on any neural network.  

Dropout’s major setback is the computational complexity where the training time is thus increased 

significantly in order for the model to converge. 

 

3.3.7. Evaluation metrics 

Real demand values will be used to measure the performance of both models in the form of two error 

metrics to measure the algorithms’ accuracy. The first one will be the root mean squared error (RMSE), 

which is mostly used to measure the model's relative forecast accuracy and can be calculated according 

to equation 22: 

 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √

1

𝐷
∑(�̂�𝑤

𝑑 − 𝑦𝑤
𝑑)2

𝐷

𝑑=1

 (22) 
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Where 𝐷 is the predicted sample size (number of predicted 8h intervals) of cluster 𝑤, �̂� is the predicted 

demand and 𝑦 is the actual demand. The second metric is the mean symmetric error percentage 

(sMAPE). This metric is a widely used alternative when there are demand values close to or equal to 

zero, which can happen in some periods. It reduces the influence of these small volume data by limiting 

the error rate to 200%. Low volume observations are problematic because they could have infinitely 

high error rates that would distort the overall error rate. 

 
𝑠𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑤 =

1

𝑛
∑

|�̂�𝑤 − 𝑦𝑤|

𝑄𝑤

𝐷

𝑑=1

     (23) 

 
𝑄𝑤 = {

�̂�𝑤 + 𝑦𝑤           if     (�̂�𝑤 > 0 ∨ 𝑦𝑤 > 0)  
1                    if     (�̂�𝑤 = 0 ∧ 𝑦𝑤 = 0)

   

 

    (24) 

Equation 24 is a way to prevent dividing by zero when the forecasted value is equal to the predicted 

one. 

Figure 11 shows the methodology steps used in this thesis, with the tasks inside dotted boxes related 

to data cleaning and data analysis, explained in the next chapter. 
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Figure 11 - Methodology steps' flowchart. 
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4. Case-Study: taxi demand in Lisbon 

4.1. Data acquisition and processing 

An exploratory analysis is an effective tool to understand the system’s variables and to detect emerging 

patterns and relationships between them. In this section it will be explained how the data was acquired 

and processed, a description of the target city will be made, and the spatial and temporal relationships 

of taxi service will be explored. 

The taxi data was provided by AutoCoope, the largest private taxi company in Portugal, which holds 

approximately 10% of Lisbon’s active taxi fleet. The dataset was obtained through a webservice 

connection to the company’s server, querying it for 7 consecutive days, 24 hours per day. The extracted 

dataset comprised roughly 1,200,000 unique taxi trips provided by 254 different taxis, corresponding to 

a period of 4 years (dating from 1 January, 2014 to 31 December, 2017). Along with origin and 

destination information (street name and door number) of each trip, it included the taxi ID, date and 

time from pick-up and drop-off, price, type of the trip (if the trip was required via phone call to the central 

station or if originated on a taxi stand / street) totaling 8 different extracted features. An example of the 

raw data is shown in figure 12. 

After extracting the different features for each trip, a data enrichment step was performed, where 

additional features were added: distance traveled and trip duration (extracted directly from the dataset); 

points of interest and weather conditions (extracted from other data sources) while existing features 

such as the origin and destination addresses (street name and door number) and the pick-up time and 

date were refined by being converted to latitude and longitude and calculated, respectively. The scripts 

were compiled in Python’s programming language, using Google API keys to execute the queries for 

their calculations. To minimize the cost of movement, the feature “distance traveled” was calculated 

using Google’s distance matrix and Dijkstra algorithm in order to find the optimal path, whereas “trip 

duration” was a combination between the distance (in meters) of the shortest path and the predicted 

traffic conditions from by Google’s algorithm of traffic forecast. To calculate the date and time of the 

beginning of each trip, “trip duration” was then subtracted to drop-offs’ time and date values. Finally, 

latitude and longitude of pick-up and drop-off points resorted to Google’s geocoding API, converting the 

addresses’ string to decimal WGS 84: Pseudo Mercator projection values. Figure 13 illustrates some 

of the final attributes of the dataset.  

Weather conditions could play an important role in deciding on how to travel [61]. As weather conditions 

worsen, the average number of daily taxi trips could tend to increase according to Farber’s observations 

[62]. Data related to precipitation, intensity, wind speed and temperature was acquired through the 

Instituto Superior Técnico’s weather station, also known as meteo|Técnico. 

Points of Interest were acquired to help characterizing and classifying areas of taxi activity and explain 

their dynamic. Various data sources were consulted when creating the database, mainly Sapo Mapas 
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and Lisboa Aberta, from where their georeferenced information was downloaded and included into the 

database. 

 

Figure 12 - A sample of extracted raw data. Note the amount of missing attributes 

 

Figure 13 - A sample of treated data, stored in a MySQL database.  

Given the large number of unique entries, the database was stored in a MySQL server and all features 

were georeferenced with a specific ID and indexed if they were an origin or destination point. The 

variable “OD” was created to distinguish pick-ups from drop-offs, being “0” for pick-up and “1” for drop-

offs. “Distancia” is measured in meters, “Duracao” in seconds, “Preço” in cents, “Temperatura_Sentida” 

in ºC and “Precipitação” in mm/hour. 

A data cleaning process followed where trips with a length inferior to 200m and a duration inferior to 1 

minute were removed. Erroneous data entries, missing data and false flags were also detected with the 

respective samples being removed. After the data cleaning process, the dataset contained information 

related to 632 794 unique trips, as shown in table 3: 

Table 3 - Available data of distinct taxi trips after cleaning processes 

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Taxi Services 92173 168812 190415 181394 

Active fleet 182 207 213 254 
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Given the sample size (i.e. number of operating taxicabs each year) not being constant over time, the 

year of 2016 was selected for analysis and future model training, with the year of 2017 chosen for model 

testing. 

4.2. The city of Lisbon 

The case-study corresponds to the municipality of Lisbon, which consists of an area of roughly 110 

km2, and a population of 800 000 habitants (585 000 inside the city of Lisbon) with approximately 9 

tourists per resident [63]. The population is spread by the 24 parishes of Lisbon’s Municipality as shown 

in Figure 14, with their own dynamic and characteristics. The capital city is characterized by a touristic, 

commercial and nightlife focused downtown area (A), surrounded by high density population historic 

areas (where most residents live) and interfaces for several public transportation services (D and E 

south). Major infrastructures are located in the city’s outskirts (e.g. airport, industrial and commercial) 

with its center being focused on business and commercial activities.  

The city’s public transportation system consists of buses, metro, train, trams, and ferry, with the 

coastline covered by both urban and inter-urban railways' lines. Their station hubs are interconnected, 

thus allowing for an easily accessible multimodal system. 

 

Figure 14 - Lisbon's population density in its parishes [64]. 

The city was then modeled in a cell grid, each one with a dimension of 500mx500m to simplify the 

visualization process and eliminate empty areas as suggested by Zhang &He (2012) [65].  Several 
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authors have proposed different methods such as splitting the map resorting to road hierarchy or 

through digital maps and matching techniques. Cell size was determined by the maximum average 

distance that passengers are willing to travel without using any other means of transport [66], [67]. The 

chosen values are also in line with dimensions used by transport authorities in designing transportation 

hubs [68]. 

The grid measures were computed taking into account the earth’s curvature, using the Harvesine 

distance, which generates the distance (d) between two points in a sphere (Brummelen, 2012) [69], 

written as: 

 
𝑑 = 2 × 𝑅 × 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛 (√𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

∅1 − ∅2

2
)

2

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅1) × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅2) × 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜆1 − 𝜆2

2
)

2

) (25) 

Where 𝑅 is the radius of the sphere (specifically 6 371 km, the mean radius of the Earth), (∅1, 𝜆1) are 

the latitude and longitude of the first point and (∅2, 𝜆2) are the latitude and longitude of the second point. 

4.3.  Data Analysis 

4.3.1. Spatial Analysis 

To better visualize the data, all the information was indexed to the corresponding cell grid used to model 

the city. Points of Interest were collected from several data sources, before being compiled and 

classified for a better understanding of the urban environment and cell activity. Figure 15 displays 

Lisbon’s population in each cell, as well as the POI’s raw distribution. The color scale used to classify 

population values follows the model of data cluster optimization proposed by Jenks [70]. The 

geographic information system (GIS) software used to visualize the spatial data is QuantumGIS, 

whereas the cell grids were computed in R programming language. 

 

Population 

  

 

POIs 

 

Figure 15 - Distribution of Lisbon’s municipality population and POIs. 
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Most of the POIs are located in the downtown part of the city, the vast majority being of touristic 

attraction (hotels, restaurants, bars), which is in line with the previous assumption, given that the area 

occupied by these POIs is characterized by a low resident population. The hotel’s POI’s distribution, 

alongside commerce, follows one of Lisbon’s main avenues – Avenida da Liberdade – known also for 

its luxurious stores and high-end accommodations. Train and ferry are present along the coast while 

the subway connects the major areas of the city (although not all, especially in the southwest area of 

Lisbon) and different transportation hubs (airport, bus terminals, train terminals).  

The spatial distribution of pick-up (red) and drop-off (green) locations of taxi service are shown in Figure 

16. It is clear that taxi services encompass the whole city, with some hotspots of activity appearing to 

upsurge. A preliminary analysis of a taxi fleet in Lisbon showed that [71] there are 3 497 licensed taxis 

(as off 2016), just 56 more than in 2006. Tourism grew largely in the last decade and there are 6.9 taxis 

per 1000 residents, in the city of Lisbon, and 1.7 in Lisbon’s metropolitan area, less than in other cities 

such as Madrid, Valencia or Barcelona [71]. Commuting brings more 425 000 people from the outskirts 

of city of Lisbon every weekday (on the other hand, 48 000 people go out for work or study) [71]. 

 

Figure 16 - Spatial distribution of pick-ups (red) and drop-offs (green) in 2016. 

The spatial distribution reveals a higher concentration of pick-ups in the city’s urban center, with its 

outskirts being drop-off prone areas. This is in line with the nature of the data, that belongs to a Lisbon’s 

based taxi company, meaning that their vehicles are more likely to search for passengers in more 

populated areas of the city, rather than the outskirts (if we consider the whole day). Figure 17 displays 

this overall spatial distribution of taxi services on 500mx500 grid cells to better visualize this information. 

Some major hotspots are identified, such as the airport (A), Gare do Oriente (B), downtown (C), 

Colombo (D), Marquês do Pombal (E), Campo Pequeno (F), Belém (G) and Santa Apolónia (H) 

revealing a high concentration of taxi services. Most of these areas contain taxi stands (specific pick-

up and drop-off areas for taxi service) and other transportation hubs, proving that different modes of 
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transport can be connected through taxi. Each of these clusters (A, B, …, H) were then classified 

according to the most predominant POIs inside the corresponding cells as shown in Figure 17’s legend. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 - Spatial distribution of taxi services (pick-ups and drop-offs) in Lisbon, 2016. 

 

It is noticeable that the cells with higher taxi volume are located in areas with greater density of POIs 

(of commerce and hotel nature) and less resident population, corroborating with the hypothesis that 

tourism can act as a catalyst for taxi service due to the high number of tourists per resident [72], although 

other activities do also contribute to the taxi demand (i.e. work and leisure and shopping of local 

residents). However due to its proximity with Marquês do Pombal (business district) working trips may 

also contribute for this high demand. This overall distribution of taxi services encompasses both pick-

up and drop-off scenarios, each contributing for the grid density seen above. In this work, the focus is 

primarily over the emerging services of taxi demand, leading to the need to separate origins from 

destinations. In Figure 18 these two disjoint scenarios are presented: pick-up taxi services’ locations 

(left) and drop-off locations (right). 
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Figure 18 - Taxi service pick-up (left) and drop-off locations (right) distribution in Lisbon, 2016. 

The cells with the highest density of taxi services are those that contain transportation hubs (i.e. airport, 

buses, trains, ferries) or commercial and business centers that enjoy a good public transportation 

network, highlighting the role of the taxicab in the city’s public transportation system (refer to Figure 17 

for the legend of the identified hubs). 

Although these areas are predominant locations for pick-ups and drop-offs of taxi service throughout 

the day, other locations can become more active during different hours of the day, as suggested by 

Veloso et. al. [64], to infer about this possibility, emerging demand was split in daytime pick-up and 

nighttime pick-ups as shown in Figure 19. To do so, all pick-up services’ data was aggregated in two 

intervals: [06:00 to 20:00 – Day (left); 20:00 to 06:00 – Night (right)]. 

  

Figure 19 – Emerging taxi services during the day (left) and night (right), in Lisbon, 2016. 

Expectedly, taxi demand during the night decreases significantly when compared to daytime services. 

Nonetheless, the emerging night services are still located inside the previously identified clusters, 

probably due to their big transportation infrastructure (clusters A and B – “Airport” and “Gare do Oriente” 

function until late hours), nightlife activity (cluster C) or long working hours in business districts (cluster 

E). There are also less vehicles circulating at night, opposed to those that work during the day, fruit of 

the majority of the population being asleep. 
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Figure 20 illustrates how the pick-up and drop-off areas relate with each other. The thickness of the line 

represents the intensity of trips between two points, with its width growing proportionally to the 

frequency that those trips occurred. An initial analysis shows the majority of services around the city's 

centrum with the defined clusters as either pick-up or drop-off areas, thus proving the clustering process 

as reliable according to the data. In Figure 21 a filtering process was applied to allow the visualization 

of only the most frequent and regular trips, with a new area of taxi activity emerging: cluster I – Estádio 

Universitário – classified as University campus. This area is characterized not only by a myriad of 

faculties, but also by Lisbon’s biggest university sports area where students and private companies 

practice, and exercise and other sports events take place. 

 

 

 

Figure 20 – Gravity map of taxi demand, illustrating how different areas of the city relate to each other. 

 

 

 

Figure 21 – Gravity map of the city with a filter applied, showing only the most common trips. 
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From this observation we estimate that the taxi service is often used as a bridge between public 

transportation modes and an answer to “first and last mile" problems. Passengers tend to resort to 

taxicabs to solve either the beginning or end part of their trip that is not covered by public transportation 

modes (especially, rail and air), but they are often widely used as a direct mobility solution between 

commercial and touristic centers. It is also important to point out that locations D, E, F (some of the 

most frequent pick-up or drop-off locations) give access to other services and commercial areas, 

whereas locations C and G also encompass high night-life activities and serve as a major touristic 

hotspot of historic monuments, respectively. 

These conclusions are acknowledged by the literature, where Zheng et al. (2011) also observed similar 

scenarios of strong affinity between different transportation hubs [73]. 

 

4.3.2. Temporal Analysis 

Taxi service demand varies not only in space, but also in time, adapting to the needs of citizens. Figure 

22 shows the temporal distribution of taxi services per day in 2016, where some cyclical patterns can 

be observed, especially weekend cycles. The time series appears to have no hard trend, but its cyclical 

and seasonal components appear to be explicit. Some punctual disruptions are visible, coinciding with 

Christmas Eve, Christmas Day and New Year's Eve, where a reduction in the taxi service is clear. 

 

Figure 22 - Temporal distribution of taxi services in Lisbon, 2016. 

Apart from the area, existing infra-structures and present POIs, surging demand is also highly 

influenced by the commuting behavior associated with labor activity. Figure 23 shows both the number 

of emerging taxi services during weekdays and weekends, with an hourly aggregation. During 

weekdays, the demand for taxi services increases in the early morning hours, peaking at 09h00, before 

decreasing slightly indicating the utility of taxicabs in work commuting. A second peak is observed at 

14h00, just after lunchtime. There are fewer taxi services on weekends (23% of weekly demand) than 

on weekdays (77%), with weekend services reaching their peak between 00h00 and 01h00, possibly 

due to night activity and cultural events. In order to enable these comparisons, values of taxi activity 

were normalized in the [0, 1] interval. 
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Figure 23 - Taxi service variation per hour during the week (left) and weekend (right) in Lisbon, 2016. 

To better infer on the patterns that characterize short-term taxi demand, the trips were split by distance 

and duration, as shown in Figure 24. These graphs appear to follow a Gamma distribution, showing 

that more than 90% of trips are greater than 1 km and 77% last between 5 and 20 minutes, revealing 

once more the use of the taxi for short trips within the city of Lisbon, despite the existing public transport 

network and other mobility alternatives. The data of this work relates to a period where renting or sharing 

electric bicycles and scooters for short-distance trips was not yet a reality. 

 

  

Figure 24 - Distribution of trip distances per 1000 m (left) and trips duration in 5 min intervals (right) in Lisbon, 2016. 

 

The software used for the temporal analysis was Tableau, an interactive data visualization and data 
analysis tool.  
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5. Experimental Results 

5.1. Experimental Setup 

In this section the experimental setup of both models will be described and the environment in which 

they were tested. Then, the error metrics used to evaluate their performance will be presented before 

finally displaying and discussing the obtained results. Both models were applied to the following clusters 

from Figure 17: A (Airport); B (Train station with a commercial area – Gare do Oriente); C (Commercial 

area - Colombo); D (Train station and ferry dock – Downtown). These clusters were chosen because 

they represent different areas of the city, have high taxi volume activity, and each has their own 

characteristics. This allows to forecast taxi demand in representative areas of the city but also gain 

insight of the dynamic of these hotspots. 

As referred previously, the operating taxi fleet is not constant over all four years of data with new 

vehicles being acquired and old ones removed. To ensure a fixed sample size, the test bed was created 

by extracting the relevant data of the year 2016 from the database as a training set, using the first month 

of 2017 (January) as a test set. An aggregation period of 8 hours was defined, meaning a new forecast 

was generated every 8 hours. This aggregation period was created to ensure that there were significant 

data points in the time-intervals and to mimic the working shifts of taxi drivers, following also the 

methodological approach by Moreira-Matias (2013) [15]. Initially, an aggregation period of 1 hour was 

tested to produce forecasts every hour, but the amount of available data was too small in such short 

periods, leading to a poor model performance. Each model ran independently on a multicore i7-6700HQ 

CPU with 16GB of RAM to reduce the computational time of each forecast. A sliding window of one 

year was used, where the models generated 3 forecasts (i.e., 3 periods of 8 hours) being updated with 

the real demand values every 24h. These 3 periods of 8 hours were also selected as they correspond 

to the main time windows of a typical day: night, morning and evening. 

 

5.2. ARIMA 

Due to ARIMA’s (p, d, q) model lack of spatial correlation, the model was set by learning the 

independent historical time series of pick-up taxi services in each separate cluster for the year of 2016 

(through an ACF and PACF analysis, as seen in section 3.3. where the autocorrelations are used to 

verify the statistical significance of the lags and determine model parmeters). A spectral analysis was 

performed within each run to determine the unique seasonality patterns for each cluster. To do so, 

periodograms were computed using R programming language, extracting the main power frequencies 

which were then introduced into the ARIMA as Fourier regressors.  

The script in R extracted the main power frequencies and stored the number of independent Fourier 

regressors to use, where an independent Fourier equation was assigned to each frequency. The 

auto.arima, an automatic function in the [forecast] R package [74] was used as a starting point, making 

the first 3 predictions and storing their AIC value on a list. A cycle followed where the auto.arima’s 
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seasonality capability was restricted (by setting “seasonality = False”) and instead using the previously 

stored number of different Fourier regressors to model it. An iterative cycle ensued to determine the 

number of optimal Fourier terms each seasonality would get, by comparing their AIC. For example, if 

one iteration with 3 Fourier terms has a higher AIC value than with only 2 terms, this prediction value is 

disregarded and another iteration with 4 terms is computed, up to a maximum of 5 per each independent 

regressor. The limit of 5 iterations was set due to computing time processing. 

Due to the ARIMA forecast values being based on its own past predictions, every time a full 24h period 

was forecasted, the time-series was automatically updated with the real demand values to minimize the 

error associated with each prediction. Figure 25 presents the flowchart of the ARIMA process. 

 

Figure 25 - ARIMA Flowchart 

In Figure 26 we can see the importance of the inclusion of Fourier regressors in the ARIMA to model 

the different seasonality patterns, by analysing their Fourier transforms, which illustrate how many 

different cyclical patterns exist to be modelled. 

  

Figure 26 - Periodograms of the “Airport” cluster (left) and “Downtown” cluster (right). The green circle represents the more 

frequent seasonal pattern that would be identified by the ARIMA. The red circles represent other significant seasonality patterns, 

identified by applying a Fourier Transform. 

As stated previously, each power frequency represents a significant seasonality, modelled by an 

independent Fourier regressor. Without the inclusion of these regressors, the ARIMA would only 
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consider the biggest power frequency (green circle) and disregard the remaining ones (red circles), 

which would lead to a poor model performance. Resorting to Fourier regressors, the model is able to 

include, not only the green circle power frequency, but also all the red circle ones. For instance, the 

“Downtown” cluster requires at least 7 Fourier regressors to account for all its significant seasonality 

patterns, that are not captured by a simple ARIMA process. 

The ARIMA’s final parameters for the clusters are presented in table 4. 

Table 4 - ARIMA parameters for the time series of the clusters. 

   Model (p, d, q) 

Cluster 

A Airport ARIMA (5,1,2) 

B Gare do Oriente ARIMA (2,1,2) 

C Downtown ARIMA (2,1,2) 

D Colombo ARIMA (2,1,2) 

 

Aside from the airport, all remaining areas’ time series were explained by the same ARIMA model. The 

parameter “d” is always different from zero, meaning all four time series had an initial trend that had to 

be made stationary for the model to be properly applied.  

Taking the “Airport” cluster as an example, the ARIMA (5,1,2) means the 𝑌 value at 5 lags from a given 

point 𝑡 needs to be taken into account (5), the series wasn’t stationary, so a first-order difference was 

required (1) and the model needs to take into account the error term from 2 preceding/lagged values 

(2).  

In Figure 27 the ACF and PACF graphs of cluster A are shown to illustrate the statistical significance of 

the different time periods and lags.  

  

Figure 27 - ACF and PACF graphs in cluster A – “Airport” 

As previously explained in section 3.2.2., the ACF and PACF graphs can help not only to determine 

the model parameters, but also to identify if the dependant variable is statistically significant. The dotted 
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blue line is an approximation of equation 5, where every value above it has a significant correlation. It 

is observable the time series has seasonality due to the ACF being cyclical. In Figure 28 we illustrate 

the ACF and PACF residuals of the ARIMA model, also using cluster A as an example to prove they 

fall under the category of “white noise”, meaning they are independent and our model is properly fit 

(there’s no hidden information in the residuals).  

 

Figure 28 - ACF and PACF residuals in cluster A – “Airport”. 

Similarly to Figure 27, the dotted blue line is also given by a simplification of equation 5, but unlike 

before, it is now desirable that all values fall beneath the correlation coefficient. This means the lagged 

autocorrelations are not significant and the model was properly fit. If there were more than 5% of lags 

spiking above the correlation coefficient line (blue line), it would mean the residuals contained 

information not captured by the model (i.e. the lag order of the model was not enough). 

 

5.3. Artificial Neural Network: Multi-Layer Perceptron 

Similar to the ARIMA, the MLP – Multi-Layer Perceptron sliding window was set to one year, updating 

every 24h (three 8h forecasts) with the real demand values. Although the neural network has enough 

computational capacity and ability to be applied to the whole city grid, in order to allow a proper 

comparison between both models, the environment in which they’re run needs to be the same. 

Therefore, the neural network was applied to the same four separate clusters (A, B, C and D), following 

the same restriction rules of the ARIMA.  

Unlike the ARIMA, the MLP accepts an unlimited amount of inputs, allowing for more independent 

variables to be considered when forecasting short-term taxi demand. The dependent variable is the 

same as the ARIMA (Emerging Taxi Services) with the selected independent variables (i.e. inputs) 

listed in table 5, alongside a brief explanation of each.  
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Table 5 - Inputs used by the ANN to model taxi demand and their description. 

Input name Description 

Day of the month From 1 to 31, corresponding to the day of the month 

Day of the week From 1 to 7, corresponding to the day of the week 

Month of the year From 1 to 12, corresponding to the month of the year 

Intensity The intensity of precipitation in 8h, measured in mm/hour 

Precipitation The sum of total precipitation in 8h, measured in mm 

Max Temperature The highest temperature value in 8h, measured in ºC 

Mean Temperature The average temperature value in 8h, measured in ºC 

Taxi trips Count of taxi pick-up services that occurred in each 8h period 

Is weekday "Yes" if it's a day of the week; "No" if it's weekend 

Period of the day  "1" Corresponding to the 00h-08h interval; "2" to 08h-16h; "3" to 16h-00h 

POIs Count of POIs per cluster 

Lags “1” to “21” Count of previous taxi services per cluster 

 

Feeding inputs to an artificial neural network is not considered a challenge because every desired 

parameter, if existent in the dataset, can be introduced as long as it is an independent variable. 

However, for this study it was necessary to find meaningful and enough parameters in order to maximize 

the model’s accuracy. If too few were fed to the ANN, the network would fail to identify important non-

linear patterns within the dataset, leading to a poor performance and low accuracy. All parameters 

shown in table 5 were obtained by checking the level of significance through a linear regression analysis 

and then normalized in an interval [0,1] before entering the network. LeCun et al. illustrate different 

normalization techniques, highlighting the importance of this step, stating that it helps to prevent biased 

in the network and that the algorithm can update the weights more fairly, leading to a faster converging 

rate [33].  

The selected input normalization process was the Robust Scaler. As stated, scaling data is imperative 

in order to achieve convergence and prevent biased models, but often the presence of outliers disturbs 

scaling techniques that use the mean and variance of the data. The Robust Scaler technique employs 

a more robust estimate, getting rid of both the top and bottom 5% of the data (outliers), centering its 

range. Another approach suggested by LeCun is to scale the inputs according to their importance, 

however, they also state that a thorough training process will compensate for this automatically through 

updates and backpropagation [33]. Other methods were also employed here, such as performing a 

logarithmic scaling but yielded worse prediction results. 

The MLP flowchart can be seen in Figure 29, the first box (to the left) illustrating the approach taken 

towards the inputs. The algorithm then starts by assuming a bogus step with sMAPE of 100% (0% 

model accuracy) and generates a random number of neurons and hidden layers. One of the hardships 

of neural networks is the inability to know a priori how many hidden layers or neurons a certain dataset 
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requires. Common approaches center around defining a starting number of neurons and hidden layers 

and increase or decrease them through an iterative process. In order to try and keep the methodology 

without a priori biased reasoning, I decided to let the number of hidden layers and neurons to be 

generated randomly, capping the hidden layers’ number at 20 to prevent a too complex and computer-

heavy model. The number of neurons and hidden layers was determined by equation 26, as a way to 

prevent the creation of too many layers as well as too many neurons per layer: 

 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 ≥ 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 × 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 

(26) 

Where the number of parameters being all the input variables, per period, per cluster, totaling 2837 

different parameters. This number of parameters is not considered high for a neural network, where 

some go as far as millions of parameters. 

After generating a neural network architecture, the model trains itself against the separate dataset from 

each cluster of 2016, performing 1000 backpropagation iterations to adjust the weights of every 

connection between neurons. Afterwards, it tests its predictions in every cluster for the whole month of 

January 2017, calculating the sMAPE error for each one. The highest sMAPE value is stored (worst 

model) and replaced in the initial sMAPE assumption. This is done 100 different times, totaling in 100 

different neural networks, each one performing 1000 iterations per cluster to achieve prediction results. 

A more detailed explanation of the different steps is enunciated below. 

 

Figure 29 - Neural Network Flowchart 

As stated, the training set corresponds to all data from 2016, but also includes the last week of 2015. 

In table 5 the variables corresponding to the lags were introduced in order to capture daily and weekly 

seasonality. To capture the weekly seasonality of the first day of 2016, the last week of 2015 had to be 
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considered as well. In the training set, 10% of data was randomly “lost” to act as validation towards the 

training process and a dropout of 20% was introduced. This means 20% of the hidden layer’s 

connections were shut down to increase model accuracy and prevent overfitting. An additional step to 

prevent overfitting was taken, where, as explained in section 3.3.6, when the loss function’s values 

don’t vary after a certain number of training epochs, they can diverge, and the model starts learning the 

dataset properties instead of the problem. To prevent this, an early stopping criterion was introduced 

where, if after 10 consecutive training epochs (1 training epoch = 1 model full iteration) the loss function 

values improve less than 1 × 10−4 the model stops. 

The selected loss function was the mean squared error, with the empirical risk function to minimize 

being given by equation 27 [75]. 

 
ℛ =

1

𝑛
∑ 𝐿(𝑦𝑘 , �̂�𝑘)

𝑛

𝑘=1

 
(27) 

Where 𝐿(𝑦, �̂�) = ‖𝑦 − �̂�‖2 is the loss function. 

The selected optimization algorithm was the ADAM, whose strengths were explained in section 3.3.5 

and shown by Kingma and Ba [59]. 

As for the activation function, the ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) was selected, seen in section 3.3.4. 

Although there is no universal optimal activation function, the ReLU has been increasing in popularity, 

and it doesn’t saturate the gradients (like the sigmoid or tanh do) and is proven to often accelerate the 

convergence of the gradient descent, due to its linear and non-saturating form [76]. Below the final 

parameters of the ANN are presented. The activation function was applied not just on the hidden layers, 

but also on the output layer. 

 

Table 6 - Multi-Layer Perceptron model parameters 

Final network implementation parameters 

Hidden neurons 5, 10 or 15 per layer 

Hidden layers 13 

Loss function Mean squared error 

Optimization algorithm ADAM optimizer 

Activation function Rectified linear unit function, ReLU 

Overfitting prevention 
Early stopping after ten training epochs with an improvement 
inferior to 1 × 10−4 in the loss of the validation set.  
Dropout of 20%. 

  
 
 
The final architecture of the MLP model was [15, 15, 10, 10, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 10, 5, 5, 5]. 
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6. Results and Discussion 

Results are presented in two distinct perspectives. Firstly, the error of both models will be presented; 

Secondly, a comparative analysis will be shown where both model’s forecasts are measured against 

the actual demand, in each cluster.  

Table 6 shows the accuracy of both algorithms in the selected clusters and scenarios. The results are 

presented by aggregation period (working shift) and then daily (24h). Figures 30 to 34 show the monthly 

analysis of the discrepancies between the predicted demand of both models and the real services that 

emerged in all four clusters during the test period. 

Table 7 - Error measured on both models using sMAPE and RMSE. 

ARIMA with Fourier regressors 

Metric Cluster 00h-08h 08h-16h 16h-00h 24h 

sMAPE 
A – Airport 43.5% 25.6% 22.9% 30.7% 
B – Oriente 45.2% 30.6% 21.5% 32.4% 
C – Downtown 29.1% 23.0% 18.7% 23.6% 
D – Colombo 50.9% 35.1% 30.5% 38.8% 

RMSE 
A – Airport 6.2 16.7 13.8 13.0 
B – Oriente 2.2 4.1 4.1 3.6 

C – Downtown 8.0 10.9 5.0 8.3 
D – Colombo 1.4 3.6 4.8 3.6 

Multi-Layer Perceptron 

 
Cluster 00h-08h 08h-16h 16h-00h 24h 

sMAPE 
A – Airport 30.1% 15.3% 17.2% 20.9% 
B – Oriente 32.1% 22.8% 22.9% 26.0% 
C – Downtown 20.6% 22.5% 26.7% 23.3% 
D – Colombo 31.1% 26.2% 20.6% 26.0% 

RMSE 

A – Airport 6.2 11.8 11.8 10.3 

B – Oriente 3.9 3.4 4.7 4.0 

C – Downtown 9.1 21.2 46.4 29.3 

D – Colombo 2.6 2.5 3.3 2.8 

 

The overall performance of both models is good, with the MLP expectedly overshadowing the ARIMA 

in sMAPE values. Although the RMSE is a relative error measure, the MLP model’s performance is in 

line with the real predicted taxi demand, which is non-linear and non-stationary, and was able to observe 

non-linear relations that the ARIMA couldn’t. Both models don’t depend on how the data is spatially 

aggregated, depending only on the aggregation period defined by the user. The ARIMA model errors 

are higher during the first working shift (00h – 08h), probably because it’s a period that encompasses 

a heterogeneous group, such as late-night activities and early morning commuting, independent of 

cluster. 

The highest individual sMAPE error (50.9%) belongs to the cluster D (Colombo), that is home to a high 

and irregular demand caused by the commercial area and football stadium that characterize the cluster. 

The lowest model accuracy took place exactly in the same schedule (00h-08h) as previously stated. It 

proved to be the hardest cluster to model for both algorithms, where the ARIMA reached considerable 
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high sMAPE errors and the MLP reached high RMSE errors. The highest accuracy was reached by the 

MLP in the airport cluster during the daily shifts, possibly due to the airport’s service being deterministic, 

i.e. varying directly with arrivals and departures. The airport is also more predictable compared to 

nightlife-related trips because it has a defined schedule in contrast to nightlife activities that depend on 

more factors, such as weather conditions, social events, etc. 

Below, the graphics of both the real and predicted demand of both models are presented, allowing for 

an easier visual interpretation of the results. 

 

 

Figure 30 - Services Demanded and Services predicted by both models in periods of 8h, during the month of January 2017 in 

cluster A (Airport). 

The airport cluster is an area that possesses high demand values when compared to the other clusters, 

result of numerous trips that take place from and to such a big transportation hub. From table 6, we can 

see that the period 00h-08h is once again the more problematic in terms of accuracy. Its predictability 

could be increased with a creation of a real-time database of incoming and outgoing flights to the neural 

network, mapping its deterministic tendencies caused by departures and arrivals.  

Nonetheless, both models were able to learn and simulate the seasonality correctly, modeling the 

sinusoidal behavior with an acceptable level of accuracy. It wasn’t possible to study fleet 

representativity, so there’s a probability that the fleet’s sample size doesn’t represent the universe of 

taxicabs that constantly operate at the airport. 
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Figure 31 - Services Demanded and Services predicted by both models in periods of 8h, during the month of January 2017 in 

cluster B (Gare do Oriente). 

Cluster B (Gare do Oriente), like cluster A, is also a major transportation hub, next to a business district 

and a commercial area. Once more, according to table 6, the most problematic interval to model was 

the first one (00h-08h), although with a relatively higher success. observing the image, it is possible to 

discern that both models fail to predict when there will be no services (zero), contributing for the error 

measured during such predictions. Data quality should also be mentioned, because there were missing 

data and NaN (Not a Number values) that were treated manually as shown in previous sections. 

Once more, both models follow the time series flow quite well, correctly predicting its fluctuating pattern. 

 

Figure 32 - Services Demanded and Services predicted by both models in periods of 8h, during the month of January 2017 in 

cluster C (Downtown). 

In cluster C (Downtown) it’s visible that the both models had some difficulties, with the MLP being more 

visible. However, when looking to table 6, the MLP still outperformed the ARIMA. This area is home to 

an irregular and noisy demand not just from night activities, but also during the day, where it functions 

as a major touristic hotspot (the Downtown cluster encompasses not just the areas from “Cais do Sodré” 

and “Bairro Alto”, but also “Praça do Comércio” and “Chiado”). Lisbon has 9 tourists per each resident 

[63], [72] which may contribute for the erratic predictions. Below, the same graph is shown, but with the 
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y-axis zoomed in so the cyclical behavior of the time series is observable in both models, with the MLP 

able to predict more accurately the emerging taxi services variations towards the end of the month. 

 

Figure 33 - Close up of cluster D so the time series is more visible. 

. 

 

Figure 34 - Services Demanded and Services predicted by both models in periods of 8h, during the month of January, 2017, in 

cluster D (Colombo). 

In Cluster D (Colombo) we have a commercial area that closes at 23h00 and opens at 09h00, where 

the lowest accuracy was also during the 00h-08h shift. This specific schedule may cause a possible 

reduction in available taxis in the area, proving that cluster area (number of cells) and number of 

available waiting taxis may be important variables to consider. Unfortunately, due to lack of GPS data, 

it was not possible to infer about the unmet supply of taxicabs, if they have long waiting times in certain 

clusters or if they leave to other taxi stands and areas when the commercial area closes.  

The highest accuracy was achieved during the 16h-00h period but, when compared to the results 

obtained in other clusters is still considered low overall. This could be due to some unobserved features, 

namely the occurrence of football games that take place in adjacent cells and always move thousands 

of people due to the home club’s dimension, one of the biggest in Portugal. Adjacent to this commercial 

hotspot are some of the bigger private hospitals, that also have irregular demand patterns for taxi 
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services, suggesting that the creation of a database with irregular events (football games, concerts, etc) 

could help understand these values better. 

The overall sMAPE error of the ARIMA was 31.4% and the MLP was 23.4%, which are in line with other 

values observed in the literature. Other works in Portugal achieved a sMAPE of 27% [15] for the ARIMA 

in Porto, however they used taxi stands with a 50 m radius and not clusters for the emerging demand, 

meaning every demand that surged outside of a 50m radius was not considered. In Lisbon, Veloso et 

al. (2016) [64] used a Bayesian inference engine with a 56.6% accuracy, but their model also weighted 

in CO2 emissions and mobile activity, which was not possible here. 

  

Other studies resort to MAPE instead of sMAPE or use RMSE with a different aggregation period, 

preventing a fair comparison between this thesis and other models. Mimicking other studies 

methodology in terms of data treatment will allow for a broader benchmark. 
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7. Conclusions 

7.1. Summary 

In this dissertation, the performance of two short-term traffic demand forecasting models was compared 

based on the analysis of taxi data from a leading taxi association (AutoCoope) in Lisbon, Portugal. Both 

the ARIMA and the Multi/Layer Perceptron (MLP) models aimed to predict the short-term taxi demand 

in various hotspots of emerging services. The obtained results were presented in four different clusters 

with data from 213 distinct vehicles collected over 1 year (2016). The data was converted into a time 

series and used as a training base for an econometric and a machine learning model where one month 

of the following year was used as a test set.  

Both models exhibit satisfactory results, with averaged errors of 31.4% (68.6% accuracy) for the ARIMA 

and 23.4% (78.6% accuracy) for the MLP. The introduction of Fourier terms to the ARIMA to model 

seasonal patterns allowed the model to mine both the multiple periodicity and seasonality of passenger 

demand, while updating itself using historical data as a learning base. We were able to observe 

spatiotemporal patterns of taxi demand, identify the most common origin and destination service areas 

and showed how the taxi exhibits strong connections between areas with large transport interfaces, 

appearing to be a connecting mode between the different transport alternatives available.  

The ability to forecast taxi demand with high levels of accuracy potentially allows taxi companies to re-

organize fleets more efficiently, leading to a reduction in traffic congestions, pollutant emissions and 

waiting times while levels of service. It also establishes a steppingstone to use the taxi service as a 

probe for future technologies, such as electric fleets and shared autonomous vehicles, with respect to 

on-demand mobility services. 

The taxi industry is currently undergoing a modernization process, not just due to the introduction of 

digital apps but also due to the fierce competition of new players in the on-demand mobility, which are 

the ride-hailing services (e.g. Uber) that can possibly lead to a decrease of daily taxi services. 

The question if the taxi industry should also shift towards dynamic pricing like their set of competitors 

(Uber, Lyft, Kapten and Bolt), although controversial, should be mentioned. Currently, taxis in Portugal 

are bound by state policies and legislation. Overall, these are to guarantee a fare and equal “mobility-

on-demand” public service that has many compensations when compared to ride-hailing services (for 

example, access to a network of taxi stand, street pick-ups, reduction in fuel prices, among other 

advantages). One important limitation to taxi services competitiveness is in fact the metered fares with 

fixed pricing whichever the destination and number of passengers are, in a day or night scenario. Their 

competitors use real-time data on commuting demand to assign fares to rides, dispatching the ride for 

pick-up only after the request is made. The fixed nature of taxi fares can lead to recurrent mismatches 

between supply and demand where passengers willing to pay more for a trip during peak hours or 

emergencies aren’t allowed to do so, whereas taxi drivers who are willing to work during dull periods 

are also prevented from picking up higher fares due to low vehicles available. 
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The introduction of surcharges through a booking app could be considered as a viable attempt to reduce 

these supply-demand mismatches, introducing minor variations in how trips are priced. They would 

increase during peak hours and at some high traffic locations such as the airport and around major 

local events, for users willing to pay for them. This system would potentially reduce the number of empty 

cruising vehicles that search for passengers outside taxi stands, attract more drivers to the industry and 

push commuters towards exploring alternative means of transportation. 

However, although such a system could possibly help deal with some problems of the taxi industry 

while being economically efficient at matching commuters and drivers, its acceptance is not without 

controversy. As referred previously, taxis are providers of a public service, allowing for an accessible, 

on-demand mean of transport and enjoy a set of privileges other vehicles in the same sector don’t. 

Taxis are the only ones allowed to pick up street hails and use publicly funded taxi stands, bound by 

fixed fares to ensure that every commuter that is willing to wait will eventually be able to get a ride. 

As in healthcare, also a public service, private patients can enjoy faster access to treatment, however, 

no sick patients are denied healthcare solely based on their inability to pay. Taxis could start shunning 

passengers on the streets, refusing to pick-up street hails during peak hours to increase booking 

demand and even deal with phenomena like price-gouging (where extremely high fares are charged 

during emergencies – in 2014, after a terrorist attack in Sydney, the minimum fare for an Uber was 

110$, for example).  

Fares could also be calculated according to destination. If a passenger has a drop-off area with a high 

demand, his trip cost should be lower than that of a passenger that rides for the same distance, during 

the same schedule, but to an area where demand is low. This increase in probability of the taxi driver 

picking another passenger to pay for his return trip could help remove the fixed price in fares that 

currently exists. 

With the current modernization and mobility needs, regulators will need to analyze the positive and 

negative impacts of changing legislation for the taxi industry. In the long run, street hails would probably 

disappear as it would stop being economically efficient for cabs to cruise without passengers. In 

Singapore, cabs are being pooled with private-hire cars on the same app to reduce price fluctuations 

and improve the offer of available rides. Being a public service, taxis need to continue to be able to 

serve the majority of the population equally. If such changes result in users’ frustration or leaves behind 

certain segments of the population, namely the ones unable to use mobile booking apps, legislators will 

need to limit how dynamic taxi fares work or find alternative ways to match supply and demand while 

reducing the number of empty vehicles, traffic and pollution. 

 

7.2. Limitations and future research 

This research presents some limitations. The adoption of a neural network requires that the predictors 

are independent variables. POIs were used as inputs and may not be independent from day of the week 

and hour of the day. For example, monuments and schools operate mostly from 09h00 to 18h00, while 
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bars and restaurants are attended mostly at night, and museums visited during weekends. This possible 

dependency between variables could affect the performance of the MLP so other algorithms should 

also be explored. 

Likewise, the dissertation does not take into consideration urban events/irregular events (e.g. sports, 

music concerts, cultural expositions, or even workers’ strikes from public transportation services), which 

could strongly affect the average patterns of taxi service, during those days (the day before and the day 

after). 

Future work should deepen the analysis of top drivers (i.e., more performant drivers in terms of taxi 

trips), to uncover specific strategies and understand the routes and schedules these most performant 

drivers do, by extracting GPS data from the vehicles. 

The process of grid creation is prone to discussion, since it doesn’t take into consideration the location 

of particular areas of the city that affect the traffic conditions on time and space (stadiums, schools, 

expressways, etc). Therefore, some hotspots could have been split between two (or more) grid cells, 

thus impacting the outcome of the analysis. 

Some of the exploratory studies should be deepened in future work, like the gravity map, to analyze the 

effect of weather conditions or the hour of the day. Since the dataset does not contain information about 

individual passengers, a survey should be made to explore the type taxi user as well as the motivations 

as to why people resort to taxi services. Passengers could use taxis either due to culture, comfort or 

because there are no viable public transportation alternatives for their mobility requirements. This could 

also help to infer and improve the city’s understanding on the needs of its citizens. 

No available information was possible to extract from the dataset regarding the possibility of taxis 

hunting for passengers by cruising around town or if they wait in taxi stands. This thesis only considers 

the demand that is met (i.e. the number of trips that occur). It was not possible to extract from the data 

the unmet demand (i.e. people who need a taxi but can’t find one) or the offer of taxi services (i.e. taxis 

that wait or search for passengers without finding one). 

Due to lack of data available for the same temporal window from other urban areas, the models were 

not tested in other cities, preventing me from commenting on the geographic replicability of both models. 

However, due to the fact we have data from different years, we can ensure temporal replicability. 

This work modeled the entire city space as a grid and considered every cell of the grid as a potential 

pick-up location. This approach contrasts with the majority of other authors, that define a set of restricted 

areas, reducing the search space.  

Finally concerns around the quality of the data. The training data set was from 2016 and the one used 

in the modelling analysis was from 2017, representing a considerable temporal gap to the results now 

presented. Moreover, Lisbon’s reality has already undergone structural changes regarding its mobility 

with the mass inclusion of e-bikes and e-scooters all over the city.  A study is required to understand if 

these new active and soft means of transportation are reducing taxi demand and how are the fleets 

adapting to it. At the moment of data collection, AutoCoope accounted for nearly 10% of taxi market 
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share, in the city, leaving the representativeness of the data also up for dispute, given that the company 

grew during this period. 
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